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VOL-. VIII.— NO. 29. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, AUGUST 30, 1879. WHOLE NO. 393.
She Salta ml (City Scivs.
A WESKLY~NEWSPAPER.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
HOLLAND Oil?, , • - EHISAN,
OFFICE : VAX LANDEGEND'S BLOCK.
OTTO J. DOESBURG,
Editor and fuUUtier.
Terms of Sabsoription:
$1.50 jkr i/ear if paid in admim; $1.75 if
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
paid at tie month*.
JOB i'UINTINO PUOMPTLY AM) NEATLY DONE.
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
One h qua re of ten linen, ( nonpareil.) 75 cents
^lirnt insertion, and ij cents for each subse-
Quent insertion for any period under three
mouths.
3 M. 6 x. 1 It.
1 Squall! .............. 3 50 5 00 1 8 (K)2 ** .................. 5 0" 8 00 | 10 003 " ................ 8 (X) 10 00 | 17 (Ml
!4 Column ................ 10 IK) 17 00 | 25 00
* ’• ................. 17 00 25 (Ml | 40 Oil
1 •r> (to i 40 (HI I 65 no
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $i.ot) per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whttont charge for subscribeis.
An X before the Subscriber's name will donotc
the expiration of the Subscription Two XX sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
ii-'" All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
Rail Roads.
Chicago & West Michigan R. R.
Taken Eject, Sunday May 25, 137‘J.
General Dealer*.
\r.\N PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, in Dry
V Goods. Groceries, Crockery. Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
A. 'Livery Dale Stabler
I)UONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Olhce
IJ andbarnon Murketsireet. Everytbing flrst-
class
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
i v Ufflce of Daily Stage Line to Sangatuck, Uth
street, near Market.
Reel Marletr
I )OONE, C., Wholesale Dealer in a.I kinds of
l> Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle.
Zeeland, Ottawa Co., Mich. 2-ly
IJUTKAUA VANZOEKEN, New Meat Mnr-
Y) ket, nearcorner Eighth and Pish Street. All
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
f7"UITE,J., Dealer in all kinds of meals and
IV vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
IT AN DKK IIAAK, II., Dealer in Fresh,
v and Smoked Meats and Vegetahlee;
and twine; 8th street.
Uanafactories, Uilli, Shops, Etc.
Salt,
paper
I I EALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
I I Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machipes- cor. 10th & River street.
T)AUELS. VAN. PDTTEN Sl CO., Proprietors
I of IHuijijer Mill*; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
\7’ERBEEK, II. W..A CO., Pmprietors of the
V Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
VXTTLMS, P. II. Manufacturer of Wooden, and
vV Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cur-
10th and River streets.
N:tary Pablice
Train*.
Grand Rapids.
Arrirt a'
Holland,
1 1 .55 a. m.
+ 10.00 p. iu.
L‘ave
Holland,
3 1 40 a. m.
| 5.20 “
3.30 p. m.
5.25 a. in.
3.35 p. in.
* 0 10 “
jluskcgon, Rciinvuler
A Rig Rapids. *10.25 a. in.
“ " 10.30 “
“ “ l 10.05 p. in.
New EuTnlo &
Cliieag'i. j| 1.30 a.m. 12.00 “
“ " f 5 15 “ * 10.45 a. in.
“ “ 3 25 p. in. I 10.15 p. in:
“ “ # 5.55
• Mixed trains,
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
t Daily 'except Saturday,
i Mondays only.
All other i rains daily except Sun -ays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
ime which Is A) minutes later than Columbus
time.
Grand Havon Rail Read.
Ttike/i Eject, Monday, Jane 23, 1879.
|>0ST, HENRY I)., Real Estate ami Insurance
L Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col-
ections made In Holland and vlcinltj-.
IT AN SC 11 El, YEN, (1., Justice of the Peace,
V Notary Public, Conveyancer, etc. Office,
Van Landcgend’s Block.
Phyjiciini
A Sll A PAIi.MER, Surgeons, Physicians and
Accoucheurs. Office at his residence, Over-
ysel, Mich.
I" EDEBOER. B. Physician and Surgeon : Office
lJ corner Eleventh and River street oppesite
public square.
Y EDEBOER, F, 5., Physician and Surgeon ;
lJ office at residence, on Eighth street, near Chi.
A M. L. S. K. R. crossing.
Out
--- -  — - --- -
Produce, Etc.
Apples, $ bushel ................. $ 25 <& 80
Beans, bushel ........ ........... (Hi 1 12
Butter, IK lb ....................... (i!> 09
Clover seed, lb ................. <ty‘ 19
Eggs, $ dozen ................... <& 09
Honey, lb .......................
Hay, ton ......................
Duious, ^ bushel .................
(m 10
kt> ...@ 85
Potatoes, bushel ................ fe 25
Timothy Seed, W bushel. .......... fe 1 25
Wool,# lb ...... .. .............
Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ...............
“ “ green ...........
“ beach, dry ...............
Hemlock Bark ...................... fe4 (XJ
Staves, pork, white oak ..............
Staves, Tierce, “ .............
fell) (HI
12 (Hi
Heading bolts, softwood ...........
Reading bolts, hardwood ................... 2 75
Stave bolts, softwood ....................... 2 25
Stave holts, hardwood ................... 3 (Hi
Shingles, A # m ....................
Grain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat, white # bushel ........ new 85 fe 87
Corn, shelled # bushel ............. 85
Oats,# bushel ..................... fe 27
Buckwheat, # bushel ............... 40
Bran, # ton ........................ fe 14 00
Feed. # ton ......................... 18 00
“ #10(1 lb .................... .. 1 25
Barley, # K)0 lb ................... 1 20
Middling, # loo lb ............... 85
Flour. # 100 lb ................. 2 50
Peari Barley, # 100 lb ............. 3 00 @ 4 (K)
Meats, Etc.
Beef, dressed per lb ................... 4 fe 4
Pork, •• •' ................
.. fe 7
Lard ............................
. . r. fe 8
Smoked Meat ....................... ... 8 fe HI
** Ham .......................
“ Shoulders ................... 4 fe, 5
Tallow, per lb .......................... 4 fe 5
1 urkevs. “ ............. .........
. . 7 fe 9
Chickens, dressed ntr lb ............. . ... ti fe o
sA|C CULLOCH TllOS., Physician, Surgeon and
^ Accoucheur. Office, Van Patten's Drugstore,
Holland, Michigan.
No. 1.
ilrth.
No. 2. STATIONS.
3:h3
No. 3. No. 1,
p. m.
8 ‘23
a in.
12 20
11 47
11 42
Muskegon,
Ferryshurg,
Grand Haven,
p. m.
2J7
2 50
2 M
' a. iu.
6 15
7 57 11 12 Pigeon, 3 22 6 53
7 30 10 41 Holland, 3 55 7 22
7 12 10 25 Fillmore, 1 13 7 12
(i 25 9 35 Allegan, 5 00 8 36
FRED. H. MAY. Manajer.
E. C. L e a v e n wont 1 1 . Om'l Fn hM Ai/ent.
W. BAL'MG ARTEL, Agent,
Holland, Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with (». R. A
R. R. and L. S. A M. S. for Plainwcll, Kalama-
zoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
Ritsiitfss Riitctoni.
Attora:”!.
^ ...... ........ Claim An. _
Notary Public; Uiverstreet.
JJOWARD.M  Dm gent, Attorney and
A f C BRIDE, P. II., Attorney and Counselor at
jAl Law. mid P [Victor iu Admiralty. No. 11
River ct reel.
pARKS, W. H. Attorney and Councelor at Law,
x corner of River and righth streets.
^PEN E\OK. J.. Attorney at Law and Collecting
H dilh str' {',‘n,uiu Van Pulteii’s bank
3a;ii:e m Ex:iisg!.
VA-y PC PTEN JACOB, Banking and Col*
 lotting, Draf.s bought and sold; Eightu
street.
Betben.
T\E GttOOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,U slmmpooning. huir-dyeing. etc., done at rea
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the CityHotel. , |4-1 y
Cjaaitilos Msrcbitt,
lYEACH BltO’S, Commission Merchants, and
JD dealers in Grain, Flour and Pro luce. High-
est markefprice paid for wheat. UHics in Brick
stord cor. Eighth A rish streets, Holland, Mich. 17
Diatlst.
EE. D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence and of-
VJ dee on Kiguth street, opposite Van Raalte’s
Ufcoe store.
D.a;: and Hedielnei.
TAOESBURG.J.O., Dealer in Drugs and Medi-
JL' clues, Paints and Oils, Brushes. Ac. Phy-
sician's proscriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
yfEENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med-
Al ictnus, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
fumeries. River street.
ATAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, MedI*
v clues, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Beiiu’h Family Medicines; Eighth St.
A17ALSH HEBKR. Druggist A Pharmacist; a
v v .full stock of goods appertaiuing to the bus-iness. .
furaitur*.
\ f EVER, H. & CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur-
.vL nimre. Curtain*. Wail Paper. Toys, Coffins,
Picture Fimnes, etc.: River street.
QCHOUTEN, R. A. City Pnysician. Office at the
O First Ward Drug Store, bth Street.
\f ANTING, A. G.. Physician and Surgeon;
.vl office at t.raufrchap Village, Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 10 <o li a. m. aLly.
|>ERT, R. B.. Physician and Burgeon, Zeeland,U Mich. Oirtce at i)e Kruif 's ilrug-slore.
ff-iy- _
Phnjjrspaer.
TJf IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal-
XI. lery opposite this office.
Caillerc._
\rAUPKLLi H., Manufacturer of and dealer in
V Harness, Trunk#, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
Tcbuecoasl Cigars.
T'E ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
X Cigars, Snurt, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watchee aad Jexelry.
T OS!, IN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar-
ket and Eighth Street.
Societies.
I. 0. Of 0. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 19*2, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, llollaud .Mich., ou Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
M. Hahrinoton, X. 0.
Will H. Rookus.R. 8.
F. Si A. M.
A Reoular Communication of Unity Lodoe,
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hal).
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, August
27, at 7 o'clock, sharp.
Otto Breyman, W. M.
C.B. Wynne Stc'u.
^pcfiitl ifiiticc?.
JtucIrthTs Arnica Salve,
Tho best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, L’lcer, Suit Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilblaius, Corns, and all
kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
guarranteed to give perfect satisfaction in
every onse or money refunded. Price 25
Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh
Holland, Michigan.
Farm for Sale.
I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
of this land is part lolly improved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in the Town-
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of42-tf M. D. HOWARD.
KANSAS.
i acre* oi2,000.000.000 erfef f land for Hale by the Atchl
eon. Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad located in
Son them Kaneas,— the garden of the continent.
For Information iu regard to these lands; and how
to reach them call on or ad drees
J. C. POST,
Agent for Ottawa County, Mich
Great Kerit.
All the fairs gave the first premiums
and special awards of great merit to Hop
Billers, ns the purest and best family medi-
cine. and we most heartily approve <>f the
awards lor we know they deserve it. They
are now on exhibition at the State Fairs,
and we advise all to test them. See an-
other column.
A Remarkable Result.
- *t)
It makes no difference how many Phy-
sicians, or how much medicine you have
tried, it is now an established fact that
German Syrup is the only remedy which
has given complete satisfaction in severe
cases of Lung Diseases. It is true there
are yet thousands of persons who are pre-
disposed to Throat and Lung Affections,
Consumption, Hemorrhages, Asthma, Se-
vere Colds settled on the Breast, Pneu-
monia, Whooping Cough, &c., w ho have
no personal knowledge of Boschee’s Ger
man Syrup. To such we would say that
50,000 dozen were sold last year w ithout
one complaint. Consumptives try just one
bottle. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by
all Druggists in America.
Facts that wa Know.
If you are suffering with a severe cough,
cold, asthma, bronchitis, consumption,
loss of voice, tickling in the lli.'oat, or any
affection of the throat or lungs, ire know
that Dr. King'* New Dacqvery will give
you immediate relief. We know of hun
dreds of cases, it has completely cured,
and that where all other medicines had
failed. No other remedy can show one
half as many permanent cure*. Now to
give you satisfactory proof that Dr. King’s
New Discovery will cure you of Asthma,
Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Consumption,
severe Coughs, and Colds, Hoarseness, or
any Throat or Lung disease, if you will
call at Heber Walsh's Drug Store. Hol-
land, Michigan, you can get a trial bottle
for ten cents, or a regular size bottle for
§1.00.
----- ---
Candies of all kinds, Hie very latest
styles of creams, caromels, butterscotch,
cachou lozenges, etc., etc., and also the
little ice cream cup with spoon for 1 cent
—a real novelty— at the
25-2 w CITY BAKERY.
--- -----
SEWING MACHINE- A Howe Sewing
machine iit good order and repair for sale
cheap. Inquire of J. C. POST.
I w ish to inform my patients and friends
generally, that until further notice I will
keep my office at the Drug Store of Dr.
U. A. Schouten, where orders for my ser-
vices cau he left, nr at my residence on
Eighth slrcct, near Chicago Railroad
crossing. •
Respectfully,
F. 8. LEDEBOER, M. D.
Now is your time to insure against dam-
age by lightning or fire, in the Watertown
Insurance Company. Apply to
L. T. RANTERS.
NOTICE. v
The undersigned, Dr. L. E Best, having
settled in the city of Grand Rapids, offers
his services asa Physician, Surgeon and Ac
couchcur to the public at large, and
whereas he pays particular attention to
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he Iiur
concluded to stop at the City llo.tel, in the
Ciiy ol Holland, on Saturday of each week,
where he cau be consulted during the
day.
L. R. BEST, M. D.
Grand IUtids, Nov. 25 1878.
For the Holland CUy Hew:
Levkrktt, Mass., Aug. 15, 1879.
Mr. Editor:— New York city, with the
thermometer in the nineties in the shade,
is not a place to he sought for pleasure.
Here among the hills with their green ver-
dure and cool breezes, I have a realizing
sense of those dry and dusty streets with
their hurrying throngs, vehicles of every
size and shape filling up the space between,
and the almost constant roar of the cats
ou the elevated railways. Heat seems to
radiate from every object— the tall, stone
blocks of buildings, the pavement, the
cobblestones in the roadway, the very
apple stands on the curb, the red faces of
Hie passers-by dripping with perspiration,
the black umbrellas' that now and then
heave up above the surging crowds like
stray porpoises at sea. The flower-stands
with their brilliant bouquets of roses and
geraniums bringing suggestions of things
green and beautiful, seem out of place,
and the Irees and grass of the Battery and
Bowling Green (oases in the desert) are
like the fairy-scenes conjured up by Alad-
din’s lamp. And still the stiffing heat in-
creases, the air grows more heavy and
suffocating, the streams of moisture run
down with a more constant drip, drip,
and the whole man, inner and outer, be-
comes mote and more demoralized.
Amid such pleasant surroundings as
these, we threaded our way figuratively
speaking, for we were in an omnibus, down
to Hie Fulton ferry; one of the- poor beasts
that drew us suffered terribly from heat
and fatigue, as its drooping head at times
almost touching the ground testified. 1
wished more than once that Mr. Bcrgh or
some one of his satellites would start up
(••r iU';telief. Finally we reached the
ferry, crossed just below the lofty piers of
the bridge in process of construction,
which lilt themselves 200 feet in air among
the fleets of steam and sailing ciuftlike
giant sentinels, and found ourselves at last
in the city of churches. To realize the
whereabouts, one only needed to look at
the posters on the bulletin-hoards covered
with Irightful likenesses of Talmage, and
hear the cries of the newsboys— “Coney
Island Sun, one cent,” “ Talmadgc, one
cent.” The great Brooklyn preacher was
just then writing from England, sketches
of travel, and these headed by his likeness
were being copied into the little sheet.
While in Brooklyn I visited Greenwood
cemetery. A ride of two miles in the
horse-car brings you to the northern or
main entrance of tho five. Here carriages
belonging to the cemetery service are in
waiting to convey visitors through the
grounds at a fixed price. As we diove
along vistas of surpassing beauty kept
opening before the eye; here a lake with
fountain in the center, throwing up jets of
water that glistened in the sunlight; there
a swelling bank of emerald green, or gently
undulaling knoll, covered with white mar-
ble monuments of all sizes and devices.
This cemetery is acknowledged to be the
finest in America if not in the world. Ml.
Auburn, near Boston, i« perhaps more
elegant; but this has a size, a sweep and
magnificence, which is simply grand. It
contains 450 acres, and is therefore half
the size of Central park. The first inter-
ments were made in 1840, and up to the
close of last year the ashes of nearly
200,000 human beings had been laid to
rest in this city of the dead. What a vast
mausoleum, and constantly growing!
What a w ondrous scene will these grounds
present on the morning of the resurrection
when the trumpet shall resound throuuh
ihcse silent avenues, and these receptacles
of Earth’s great and rich shall he emptied
of their inmates! Our courteous driver
pointed out some of the principal monu-
ments and objects ot interest. Among
these I recall that of Horace Greeley, with
its bronze bust of that eccentric man; of
Sidney Morse, the inventor of the tele-
graph; of Mr. Niblo, proprietor of the
once famous Niblo’s Garden in New York;
tho “Old Maids’ plat,” so-called, wjiero
five sisters arc interred, whose ages range
between 100 and 117 years. In a beautiful
nud retired portion of the grounds, the
newer portion not far from the western
entrance, U the graye of our departed
friend and brother, Dr. Stewart. As we
stood beside the little hillock, our memory
was flooded with recollections painlul and
yet many of them pleasant. The years
of his ministry in Holland passed belore
us, the remembrance of his many virtues
and kindly acts, the features of his face
and the familiar outlines of his stalwart
form. All was there vividly before us,
hut the voice was hushed iu death, no
more to be heard till He who is the resui^
rection and the life shall come and say to
the sleeper ns once he said to Lazarus,
“Como forth I”
The next day saw us at Coney Island, or
in mote aristocratic parlance* Manhattan
Beach. To those who remember this
famous resort us it was a few years ago,
it is next to impossible to give an idea of
its present appearance. Three years ago,
enterprising individuals who realized tho
capabilities of the spot, bought up a largo
tract on the beach, erected two magnifi-
cent hotels, the Brighton and Manhattan,
and a number of smaller buildings, and
made this wide beach of sand, washed by
the ebb and flow of old Neptune, what it
is to-day— the most popular and complete
sea side resort in the country. What the
Central park is to New Yorkers, this Is to
the Brooklynites— a place within easy dis-
tance where for a small sum one can sniff
the ocean breeze and take a plunge iu the
surf, and bring wife and children out of
the heat and dust and close air of the city.
It is no unusual thing for 100,000 souls to
come out from Brooklyn, New York and
New Jersey, daily, and on a Sabbath in
July it is estimated that 200,000 were
landed hero from the cars and steamboats.
But is not this an ominous conjuncture?
The Sabbath— and these vast throngs of
pleasure-seekers, J hurrying along intent
only on physical enjoyment and excite-
ment ! What do such things ns these for-
bode to the perpetuity of Sabbath observ-
ance; the safety of the church iu our land,
nay, even the very cxistcnre of our repub-
lic! God grant that this wholesale Sab-
bath breaking may not call down Divine
vengeance upon us!
A pleasing contrast to all this was tho
quiet Sabbath of this week enjoyed among
the hills of Franklin county in this old
Bay State. By great good fortune I was
privileged to hear Mr. Moody in one of
the adjoining towns. His .home is at
Northficld, about fifteen miles from this
village, where he is now resting, if preach-
ing almost daily can he called resting, pre-
paratory to his full campaign. As we sat
among the great congregation, hearing
him discourse on his theme, The love of
God, the remarkable career of the man
passed throuih my mind, and his simple
words and homely illustrations fell upon
my ear clothed with the power which
comes only from an earnest and useful
life spent for Christ. No studied sentences,
no attempt at eloquence, occasional slips
in grammar and pronunciation, not even
a voice of such compass and varied intona-
tion ns I had supposed him to possess, but
better and higher than all these— entire
consecration to his life-work, and the rich
presence of the Holy Ghost.
. I lay down my pen again. If your
courtesy, Mr. Editor, extends so far,
another letter will conclude these briefsketches. B.
For the Holland City News.
Montgomery, Ala., Aug. 13, 1879.
Mr. Editor.*— I have had the pleasure
of reading the Holland City News for
the Inst month, and I thought that my old
friends of Holland would like to hear
from me. I have been south thirteen
months and pm well pleased wit1* the
country, climate and people.
In this letter, I will only describe a little
trip 1 have taken in company with my
friend, Mr. L. Van Putten. We left this
city on Monday morning, Aug. 4th, for
Eufaula, Ala., a beautiful city on the
Chattabooche river, where wc were hospit-
ably received by my friends. We spent
two days in Eufaula, and hud a very pleas-
ant time visiting and boat-riding. August
Oth, Wednesday morning, we went on hoard
of a beautiful passenger river steamboat,
and rode down tho Chattabooche river to
the Gulf of Mexico. There were twenty-
five or thirty passengers on board. Van
and I were the only ones that could speak
Dutch. The saloon was large, and well-
furnished, also contained a grand piano;
we had a very pleasant time telling stories,
singing and playing games. The boat
stopped at the landings of Alabama on
^our right, and of Georgia on our left, for
passengers and loading and unloading
freight. The deck hands, about twenty
negroes, are always happy, and sing while
they work. August 7th, Thursday morn-
ing, we got as far south as Florida.' At
the landings in Florida, we saw orange/
lemon, and bannana groves, and passed
palmetto and cypress forests. The orange
and lemon trees wore loaded with green
fruit and blossoms. Our greatest fun was
shooting at alligators. We reached Ap-
pnlachacola on Saturday morning, August
9lb. At Appalachacola, we enjoyed our-
selves fishing, bathing, gathering sea-moss,
sea-grass, and “gathering up the shells
from the shore.” Sunday evening, August
10th, we started back, and arrived here
to-day. Van Putten and I are well pleased,
happy, and enjoying good health in Dixie.
Wm. J. Mindihhovt.
!f oDatpI <fif£
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,
THE EAST.
A Saratoga dispatch reports Mrs.
Stewart's physician as saying attempts have
been made to negotiate for the return of Stew-
art's body from many sources. Several men
now of reputable positjpn in Now Tork are con-
nected with the robbery. Their names might
yet be disclosed, and would startle the com-
munity. The thieves at first demanded 12,500,-
000 for the return of the body, but finally re-
duced their demand, step by step, to
f200,000. It is thought Jndgd Hilton
shows no intent! m at present to pay
more than $25,000 for the return of the body,
and would not compromise at any price in the
way of promising immunity to the criminals.
. . . .Hilaire Lstrimouille was hanged at Albany,
N. Y., last week, for the murder of Catherine
Dunsbach, near Cohoes, in April last
Hon. John C. Ten Eyck, who
served as United States Senator from New
Jersey for six years (1859-’65h has just died at
his home in Mount Holly, N. J., aged 65.
THB WEST.
Hon. James Boothby Burke Roche,
brother and presnmptive heir of the Viscount
of Fermoy, who left New York not long ago for
a hunting excursion in the far West, has been
killed by the Indians on the Yellowstone river.
Boche, who visited this country for the first
time ]&8t year, returned to be married to a
voung lady in New York... Reports from
Utah represent that the feeling of bitterness
between the polygamous Mormons and the
* Gentiles” is becoming more intense, and
there is danger of an open rupture in Salt
Lake City.
A horrible assassination is reported
from Williams'own Station, nine miles from
Lawrence, Kansas. The victim was James
Cotton, merchant and station agent. His head
was completely severed from the oody by
a tremendous blow w th an ax. The deed was
perpetrated bv robbers ____ The oat crop of
Illinois this year amounts to 54,6(V4,569 bushels,
grown on 1, ffil, 1H9 acres, yielding an average
of thirty-three and one-half bushels per acre.
The total value of the crop is estimated at
$12,069,162.
Police Sergeant Jacob Nohl, of
Toledo, Ohio, had a personal difficul'y with a
man named Saulsbury, and killed him, and
then killed himself, both dying in a short time.
. . . .W. R. Bell, cashier of the American Ex-
press Company at Kansas City, Mo., has ab-
sconded with $10.ti0Uof the company’s funds.,..
Nathan Cobb and his wife engaged in a hair-
pulling at Van Wert, Ohio. Tne nusband, get-
ting the wor-t of the tussle, bravely drew his
pistol and sent a ballet tnrongh her brain. Mrs.
Henry Eagy, a daughter of the C bbs, went to
the assistance of her mother, and was struck a
terrible blow on the head with a brick hurl- d
by the father, producing a mortal wound.
The fiend then made his escape. The family
have long borne a bad name ..... Dan Logan
and one McCormick were taken from prison at
Trinidad. Col, by a mob of 2UU indignant citi-
zens, and banged to a tree. They were charged
with attempted rape.... A savage and
deadlv duel was recently fought
near feansas City, Mo., by two farmers named
James Dobbins and Michael Burns. They met
at dose quartern and oommenced firing. Afu-r
emptying their revolvers and riddling each
other with bullets the desperate men began
clubbing each other over the head with their
weapons, finally falling from sheer exhaustion,
covered with blood. . They died glaring one
at the other like two wild l»e«sts....
One-half the business part of Farmer City, 111.,
has been destroyed by fire. Twenty-four
dwellings, seven of them brick, were burned.
The total amount of property drstroved is
$85,000; insurance, $47,000 ____ A family re-
o non was held at the residence of CapL
Sample, of Keokuk, Iowa. The family
and guo.ds partook copiously of ice-cream, and
weie so badly poisoned that medical attend-
ance was called in to save the lives of some of
them The vanilla extract used in flavoring
the ice-cream is said to have caused the pois-
oning.
As has ever been.thp case in Chica-
go, the people flocked to see John Dillon last
week in “Our Next President," which is contin-
ued for the first three days of the present week
at McVicker’s elegant and commodious theater.
Then a new comedy, written by a Chicago
journalist, called "A Quarter to Eleven,” is
the attraction for the last half. John is sup-
ported by a first-rate company, and is as langh-
ter-provoking as of yore.
Chicago packers, since March 1, have
salted 1,362.000 hogs, against 1,440,000 for the
sented by Barksdale’s friends, was of a per-
sonal nature."
A dispatch from Yazoo City, Miss.,
says that a largo Independent Convention, com-
posed of both whites and blacks, met in Yazoo
City and nominated a full ticket as follows:
Legislature WiUace Johnson (colored), J. H.
Burrus, J. L. Debrae; Bheriff, W. A. Brown;
Chancery Clerk, Jeese E. Boll: Circuit Clerk,
B. R. Graysou: Treasurer, N. Birmingham;
Assessor, E. R. Harris; Coroner and Ranger,
Ham Kir kali (oolored).— Cant. Dixon was
buried at Vaughan’s Station. He had the larg-
est funeral ever known at that place. James
A. Barksdale, his murderer, was admitted to
hail in $15,000 without examination .....
For the twe days ending on the evening of Aug.
*21, fifty-three new cases of yellow fever were “inioM.
law, the Nihilists appear to be still about as
active as ever.
Bartholdi’s co’ossal statue of Liber-
ty for New York harbor is making rapid prog
reus towards completi n at Paris..,. The Rue.
sian Czar has written to the Pope declaring
his readiness to make peace with the
Catholic church in Poland.... By an im-
perial irade just issued, the Turkish
standing army is to be rednoed to 100,-
000 men— a measure made necessary by the de-
plorable condition of the finances of the em-
pire, which have been badly demoralized by
tne subsistence of 5 0,000 Mussulman refugees
in addition to the stand ug army. . . .The Sultan
of Turkey has written, stating his desire to
give the Catholic church full liberty in his do-
SAN FRANCISCO’S SENSATION.
reported to the Memphis Board of Health;
eleven deaths from the disease occurring in the
same period. -A large proportion of the new
casee were blacks. At a meeting of the
Howard Association it was determined
to withhold the appeal to the charity
of the nation until every dollar of the money in
the treasury has been expended. Thieves
infeet the iil-fated city to an alarming extent,
aod unoccupied residencee are nightly entered
by them. Home go in parties, and are bold in
their operations. The National Board of
Health has decided not to furnish rations to
thoso who remain in Memphis or other infected
cities, and to furnish rations to persons in
oamps under supervision only for a limited
time and under exceptional circumstanoee.
Taylor Ake, a negro convicted of
rape, was hanged at Austin, Tex., in the pres-
ence of 4,000 spectators, mostly negroee. He
declared bis innooenoe in a speech to the
crowd, and maintained his composure until the
black cap was drawn, when he deferred the
hanging by various pretexts. The drop fell
while he sang “John Brown’s Body.”
For the three days .ending on the
evening of Aug. 24 there were 27 deaths from
yellow fever in Memphis. During the same
period 45 now cases were reported to the Board
of Health. For the week ending with that date
there were 148 new cases and 31 deaths.
The total deaths from yellow fever since
the breaking out of the epidemic numbered
177. The Htato Board of Health had promul-
gated an order prohibiting pitizens from leav-
ing their places of business or abode between
the hours of 9 p. ra. and 4 a. m. The thieves
continued their depredations, notwithstanding
the vigilance of the police authorities.
One of the landmarks of the Rebel-
lion era in Richmond, Va., the building known
as “Castle Thunder,” has been destroyed by
fire ..... Near Corvelle, Texas, officers traced a
early of horse- thieves, led by oi.o Jenkins, to
a camp-meeting, and determined to arrest them.
During the service the attacking party closed
around Jenkins and his friends, when six-shoot-
ers were drawn on both sides, and shooting
began. It seemed like a skirmish in a battle.
The firing lasted throe minutes. The mourn-
ers, preacher and congregation arose and tied
into the bushes, accompanied by the shrieks
and screams of women aud the crying of chil-
dren. Jenkins was shot in the arm, another
man through the ankle and a third in the hip.
Several horses were shot and one killed. The
posse gained the battle and earned off Jenkins.
GKNKRAC
The revolution in Hayti has come to
an end. The army of the provisional Govern-
ment has subdued the insurrection, capturing
the towns of Gonaives, Cape Haytien and Port
de Paix. . . .Vienna dispatches assert that there
is not only a marked coolness iu the diplomatic
relations of Austria and Russia, but that
the long-standing friendship of the two
courts has also been interrupted....
The Paris h'xtjaro lately published reports of
the existence of cholera at Ostend and Bruges,
and the authorities of the former city have
decided to bring xuit against the newspaper for
circulating slanderous aud injunous reports.
... .It is estimated by a leading financial house
in Paris that, owing to the shortage of crops,
England, France and Germany will need to
purchase at least $100,000,000 worth of grain
m the United States.
The two prisoners recently sentenced
to be hanged at Odessa were found guilty of
preparing explosives to kill the Czar when vis-
iting Nicoleaift. The three other Nihilists, of
the five sentenced by the military tribnnal,
were hanged on the race-course at Odessa.
These make twelve executions for political of-
fenses in Russia in about a year. . . .Oontinned
heavy rains are reported in the English agri-
cultural districts, and British workingmen
seriously talk of wholesale emigration as their
only means of relief.
corresponding period last year, and 1,048,000 iu
1877.
A man entered 8. 8. Rickly’s bank at
Columbus, Ohio, aud engaged iu a conversa-
tion with the proprietor, who was the only per-
son in the bank, concerning negotiations for
some bonds. While the two were thus en-
gaged, a pal of the stranger gained an entrance
to the bank by the rear window, and carried off
$5,000 in currency and $15,000 in registered
bjnda The theft was not discovered until
some time after ward.,.. Mark Eaigs,
United States District Attorney at Chicago,
has resigned, and J. B Leake steps into his
ahoes.... Chicago elevators contain 844,079
bushels of wheat, 2,263,014 bushels of corn,
253.842 bushels of oats, 115,358 bushels of rye,
and 87,586 bushels of barley, making a grand
total of 3,503,879 bushels, against 5,318,320
bushels at this period last year.
THE SOUTH.
An Atlanta dispatch says that the
news of the linking of Ingalo mountain, iu
North Georgia, is finally confirmed. It is a
large mountain, being over two miles around
the base, and has broken loose aud fallen into
what appears to be a chasm beneath. It first
fell abont two-thirds under ground, but has
been sinking since.
At Waldron, Scott county, Ark.,
Sheriff Samuel Lemiug, while attempting to ar-
rest Walter Malone for brutally assaulting his
wife, was shot and mortally wounded. Malone
attempted to escape, but was followed by a
large crowd. He refused to surrender and was
shot by some one of the crowd.
The Yazoo county difficulty, growing
out of H. M. Dixon running as au Independent
candidate for Bheriff, has culminated in the
fatal shooting of Dixon by James H. Barks-
dale, the can tidate for Chancery Clerk. The
following is the Associated Frees report of the
killing: * Dixon, while passing down the weet
sideof Main street, Yazoo, was hailed by Barks-
dale from the east sl'e, who at the same time
advanced Is the middle of the street, armed
with a double-barreled shot-gun. Dixon halted,
and immediately placed his hand on hts pistol,
drawing it Barksdale raised his gun to his
shoulder: Dixon, seeing this, moved toward s
stairway, when Barksdale fired, four buckshot
taking effect in Dixon’* hack. Dixon then fired
several times at Barksdale without effect.
Barksdale missed the second shot Dixon bled
internally and died. The difficulty, it is repre-
Rev. Adirondack Murray turned up
in Han Francisco last week. He told a reporter
he would return to Boston in a few days and
put his financial affairs in shape, Which, he
said, were not half so bad as represented.
The National Bar Asnociation has just
held its second annual session at Saratoga.
Among the resolutions adopted was one
demanding higher and more thorough
legal education as a condition pre-
cedent to admission to the bar....
The people of Southern Ctuada and Western
New York were startled, the other day, by an
earthquake shock, accompanied by a low, ex-
plosive noise, similar to a discharge of cannon
or a heavy thunder-clap. At Buffalo, people,
especially merchants and clerks iu stores, were
startled by a sudden shaking of bui dings, fol-
lowed by the rattling of crockery aud goods in
the store Glasses and bottles in various sa-
loons were thrown from positions back of the
bar. pictnree broke from nails in walls, and
tames were transferred from their places.
Windows were loudly rattled, and bricks from
h gh chimneys were thrown to the ground.
A lively street battle between
Orange Young Britons and Irish Catholics oc-
curred in Montreal the other night. Abont 500
were engag d m the row, many of whom came
out with bruised heads. There was no shoot-
ing, the weapons consisting ofclubeand stones,
consequently nobody was killed.... An official
report from the American Consul at Quebec
says there are abont 7,000 wo'kingmeu out of
employment iu that city, and that the condition
of the working classes iu that part of the Do-
minion is deplorable.
An agent of the Dominion Govern-
ment iu England has contracted for 45,0)0 tons
of steel rails, to be used on the Canada Pacific
railroad.
A Washington dispatch says news
has reached there of the death of C>1 L D.
Ime-soll, of Iowa, for some time past Librarian
of the War Department. He has been suffer-
ing for a number of months with consump-
t on, and lelt Washington a few weeks since 'or
Colorado in the bopt>of checking the disease.
He is well known iu the Northwest through his
newspaper work ..... Visible supply of gram in
the States and Canada: Wheat, 16, <>27,001 bush-
els; onra, 12,140.000 bushels: oat**, 1,6 5jOO
but-hels; rye, 494, COO bushels; barley, 306,-
UUU bushels.
, FOREIGN.
Failure of the corn crop on the
lower Danube is reported, and, as the wheat
crop is also light, the Bulgarian fields will not
furnish their usual supply to the markets of
Western Europe. . . .The statistical department
of the London Board of Trade announces that
the acreage under wheat in England is 10 per
cent less than in 1878; under oats, i per cent
lees. Eight per cent more acreage is under
barlev, and 6 per cent, more under potatoes.
....the Loudon 7'imr* urges that a bi-metalist
be appointed United Htates Minister to England.
War between Rnssia and China is
believed to be imminent The Russians are
preparing to cross the Chinese frontier. ....A
steamer recently grounded, for several hours,
in the Suez canal. . . . A dispatch from the City
of»Mexioo says that President Diaz continnes to
decline to serve another term even if the con-
stitutional amendment against a re-election is re-
pealed ..... A Vienna dispatch says the Russian
and English Commissioners have eriously dif-
fered relative to the delimitation of the Russo-
Turkish frontier io Asia,each disputing tin accu-
racy of the other’s map. Lord Dufferiu has
suspended the negotiations at St Petersburg
on the subject.,.. Joeeph Octave de Upierre,
Belgian historian and antiquary, is dead, aged
76.... There were 475 deaths from yellow fever
iu tne city of Havana during the month of July.
It is said that the Graud Duke Nich-
olas and Grand Duchess Catherine, of Russia,
will act as sponsors at the marriage of King Al-fonso. „
Among the Nihilists convicted by
court-martial at Odessa aud sentenced to Sibe-
ria is a “woman” of the dangerous age of 15
The gallant officers of the Russian military
courts will soon be overhauling cradles in quest
of cone pi ra tors. Three }f the male a«*>ciat*e
of the “woman” abive mentioned have been
hanged, la spite of the terrorism of martial
Revenue Receipts— Interesting Facts.
A Washington telegram Bays the total re-
ceipts from internal-revenue taxation during
the past year were $113,448,830. The revenue
came from six different sources, namely, the
tax upon whisky, highwines and distilled li-
quors ; on manufactured tobacco, beer, and other
fermented liquors; on the capital and deposits
of banks; from the sale of adhesive stamps to
bo placed upon bank checks, perfumery,
watc.ios, patent medicines, and oilier things'
and from a few other smaller sources. Thu
'ollowing tabl# will show the exact amount ob-
tained from each:
The city of San Francisco has just passed
through a scene of turbulence and her people
have been stirred to a degree of excitement
that has not boon witnessed on that coast since
the days of vigilance committees aud mob-
rule, when violence and bloodshed wore of al-
most hourly occurrence, aud law and order
were unknown. The occasion of this wave of
excitement was the shooting of Rev. Isaac H.
Kallocb, candidate of the Workingmen’s party for
Mayor, by Charles Do Young, senior proprietor
of the Chronicle newspaper. From the reporti
of the affair telegraphed to the metropolitan
press wo glean the following particulars-
After Kalloch was nominated by the working-
men of the city as their candidate for Mavor,
Charles De Young, in a speech at the State Con-
vention of the Honorable Bilks, announced
that he would compel Kalloch’s withdrawal
from the contest Subsequently he notified
Kalloch that, unlesi ho withdrew, he would
rake uo his record in the columns of the
Chronicle. Kalloch sent back word for him
to go ahead; that he could tell worse thiuRS
about the De Youngs than they could
bring against him. On Wednesday last tiie
Chronicle came oat with a long article, review-
ing Kallocu’s career in Bos on and Kansas,
dwelling particularly on his reported amours,
and also ventilatiug’his political and business
record. On Thursday and Friday the Chronicle
contained similar and more elaborate articles,
and dragged in Kalloch’s father, now dead, re-
counting sundry immoralities on his part
Kalloch had. advertised a mat-s-meeting at
the Metropolitan Temple last night, at which
it was given out he would read a copy of an
article published some live years ago by B. F.
Naphtaly iu a little paper called the
Sun. This article was au attack upon the
personal and family record of the Do Youngs
of the most pronounced character, and led to
an attempt on their part to kill Naphtaly, which
railed. Do Young sent Kalloch word that it he
read that article ho would shoot him on sight.
Last night an immense audience gathered at
the Metropolitan Temple, aud the street out-
side was packed with a crowd numbering thou-
sands. Kalloch addressed the in-door meeting,
scoring the De Youngs mercilessly and reflect-
ing on their personal records and family ante-
cedents iu the most direct manner. After ad-
journing the meeting in the hall he went outside,
mounted a stand, aud spoke briefly. After re-
viewing the attacks of the Chronicle o\)cm him-
self, he said: “in maligning the reputation of
my father, who has tilled an honorable grave
for many years, these jourualntic vipers have
rendered the most vicious retaliation on my
part necessary and justifiable. Those disgrace-
ful records make such au attack possible, and
I am justifie 1 in pronouncing them the bis’ard
progeny of a prostitute. ” He said he had the Sun
mg, and the chtncea were very favor*
able to his recovery The dispatch further
says: “Mrs. Do Young knows nothing of
Charles’ ehooting, special editions of the
Chronicle bring printed for her. Charles oon-
dno'e his paper and new constitution campa gn
from his cell Five cede and an airy corridor
are at his disposal. The authorities are per-
fectly easy. To outbreak will occur."
Meeting of Ancient Enemies. 4
It is nearly 200 years since William
III. of England, violating his o’vn royal
proclamation, sent a band of his soldiers
of the Campbell clan aud slaughtered
all the inhabitants of the valley of
Glencoe, bv the stream which Osnian
calls “the dark torrent of Cona.” The
Macdonalds, to which clan those un-
happy people belonged, have never for-
gotten that “military execution,” which
was really a wholesale murder; and to
this day the old resentful feeling crops
out, sometimes suddenly and iu unex-
pected places. The Halifax (N. 8)
Herald says:
“A good story is told of the Marquis
of Lome and two Glengary Highlanders
who called on him the other day. Ever
since the massacre at Glencoe, in which
the Campbells did the bloody work of
the crown, the clan Campbell have
been in bad odor with the clan Mac-
donald, and other sects; indeed, it is a
proverb that the Macdonalds and Camp-
bells ‘canna eat o’ the same kail-pot.’
The Glengary men, Macdonalds to the
backbone, were in Ottawa on business,
and, after much debate, resolved to pay
their respects to the Marquis of Lome
as the Governor General, not as a son
of the Galium Mor. On their way to
the hall they had talked the matter
over again, and one of them suggested
that perhaps the Marquis, being a
Campbell, would refuse to see a Mac-
donald, in which case their position
would be humiliating.
“At the gate they met the Marquis ,
with Maj.de Wmtons, and, taking them
for servants, the Highland man asked
if the Marquis would care to meet ‘twa
Macdonalds’ to call on the Marquis.
His Excellency replied that the Marquis
bore no malice to the Macdonalds, aud
Dlrtilltd spirits ....................... $ 52 52n.2sM
Tobicro, cigars and snuff .............. 41', '••5 U u
Ferment d iqu-.rs .................... fb’
Hanks aud banker* .....................
Adhesive stamps .......................
Miscellaneous sources . . . . .' ............
.'i.l •Nt-S.'l
C.2S7 637
517
Sm.-M-vsK'
The increase in the production of dim il led
apiiita within the last y.ar has been greater
than in any year since a record was kept, b-ing
more than 2) per cent. In th>* fiscal year 1879
the production was $71,892^853, while in 1878
it was but $50 1 "8,053, making an increase of
$15, 789,800 In one year.
The amount of umtilled spirits remaining in
warehouse at the close of the fiscal year of
1878 was valued at 3 1 4,0 -8,773, while the
amount remaining at the dose of the fiscal
year of 1879 w $19 208,603, au increase of
35,119,830.
iho mere**- in the exportation of liquors
from this county during the last fow years has
Itoen very remarkable, aud from a meie trifle
five years ago it has grown to bo one of the
largest branches of exportation. Wo are send-
ing liquors to the countries fiom which wo im-
ported them five years ago. Tho following
shows the value of liquors exported during tho
last five years:
Fucal year 1875 ....................... § 687 41 «
Fiscal year JKTii ........................ 1.3 s.POu
FUcal year 1>7T .............. .......... 2..V.M.i .Y/h
Fiscal year 1878 ........................ 5 4 9.V32
Fiscal year 1879 .......................... 14.S'17,7:J7
article in his pocket [Cries of “Read it, read Sir John Macdonald being his first
it];” but he did not wish to expend alibis am- I Minister, it was clear the Macdonalds
would take it up and comment upon it. tors, ‘forgotten Glencoe! Sir John is
Charles Do Young evidently couridered tho paid for that; he has $80,000 a year for
TaVXr ,<9 but the die! take me ’gin we forgie
ingly drove to the Metropolitan Temple iu a or forget, and with this the choleric
Gaels turned their faces toward Ottawa.
“The Marquis, however, disclosed
himself, and, after a hearty handshak-
ing, the feud was temporarily healed.
The visitors were turned over to the
Argyleshire piper, who is a prominent
member of the household, aud by him
treated so handsomely that on their
departure they frankly acquitted the
Marquis of all responsibility for the
massacre.”
The Census of 1880.
We loam by dispatches from Washington
that Gen. Fiancis A. Walker, Superintendent
of Census, is vigorously pushing forward the
preliminary work of his office, aud completing
as rapidly as practicable the classification of
subject-* tolwconfideti to the charge of special-
ists. M>. F. H. Wines, Secretary of the li.iuois
State Board of Chanties, has been en-
gaged to -conduct the inquiries respecting
the blind, deaf, and dumb idiots, in-
mates of prisons anti reformatories, etc.
The statistics relating to these classes
have hitherto been so defective that, as Gen.
Walker expressed it. they were not worth print-
ing. Not only is this true, but, like all other
worthless Htatisti is, they were worse than use-
less, because they have been quoted and false
conclusions built npon them. An important
feature of the new C'-nsus law is that which re-
quire* the Superintendent to obtain the 'acts
relating to the condition of each railroid
corporation, and to the condition, char-
acteristii-s, and operations of eacn rail-
road. The schedules for these inquiries
havealreidy been prepared, and are now being
sent out. If anything like full replies are re-
ceived, the people of the United States will lie
placed in possession of a mass of most com-
plete and valuable information respecting rail-
roads to be found in any country. Gen. Walker
says that ho finds the matter of obtaining «la-
tistics of Hta'e, county and municipal debts the
most diffij-ilt and important of any witn which
ho will nave to deal. No plan for gathering
this class of statistics has yet been determined
upon.
Hard 'l imes in Europe.
A gentleman just returned to New York from
Europe describes the crop prospects of Europe
as absolutely hopeleea.
“It was not until after seven weeks of jour-
neying in England and on the continent,” he
said, “that I saw a day of sunshine. It was
rain, mist or cloud all the time.”
He describes the crops in England as ruined
and the farmers discouraged. In Europe the
condition is not much bettlr. The soil is full
of moisture. This miefortune will benefit tho
American farmer. The demand from Enrope
for gram will be immense, and draw heavily on
the magnificent crepe here.
H's view of European affairs is very dis-
couraging, and ho prophesies evil for the
United. States. The poor of England and the
continent are worse off than ever before.
Tens of thousands of workingmen are out of
employment, and not likely to get any for
mouths To avoid riots and dangerous dis-
content, the authorities will aid in getting these
peo le to America. As a result, we shall have
an immigration greater than known for years,
aud the people who come will compete with tho
laborers here who now complain of too low
wages. It is au evil which, he says, is sure to
follow the misfortunes which have befallen the
old countries. _
"Prof. Richardson considers absinthe
drinking worse than opium eating. In
the worst examples, the absinthe drink-
er becomes a confirmed epileptic. One
or two wineglassfuls of it a day will pro-
duce permanent dyspepsia. “A more
consummate devil of destruction could
not be concocted.”
coupe at a time when Kalloch was about stop-
ping into a carriage with Carl Bfowue. De
Young sent an American District mesmiger-
bov to him to Hay that a gentleman wished to
speak with him.* As Kalloch approached the
coupe Do Young fired, hitting him in tbo
breast, just above' the heart Kalloch stag-
gered aud turned to escape. De Young fired
again, hitting him iu the hip or thigh.
It would appear that trouble had been antici-
pated, as quite a number of workingmen were
in the viciniiy of the Temple. They at once
made a rush for tho coupe, seized tiie horses’
heads, and endeavored to get De Young out
Ho kept them at bay for a moment with his
pistol. Meantime an officer arrived on tiie sceua
The crowd seized the cou^-o aud overturned it
As it weut over Do Youug got out He and the
officer were at once attacked, tho officer
kuockeddown and trampled on, and DeYoung
beaten abont the head aud face, t bough not
very seriously. The officer, De Young, aud
tho driver of the couue struggled through the
crowd amid cries, “Haug him!” “Kill him!”
At the corner of Fifth and Market striets two
more officers made their appearance, aud with
their assistauce De Young was taken to the Bald-
win Hotel, and, escaping by tho other entrance,
got into a carriage and drove rapidly to the po-
lice station, the crowd following.
The Old Khedive’8 Vengeance* ’
In 1833 the Colonel of one of Mo
hammed Ah’s regiments in Mecca
had rendered himself odious to the
soldiers, and while on parade, firing
with blank cartridges, the officer was
shot. No notice was taken of it at the
time, and it was thought that the thing
was all forgotten. Two years afterward,
in the regular course of exchanges, the
battalion returned to Cairo, marched
_ v 4 . . ... , into the citadel, and piled arms. A court-
De Young was at ouoe taken to one of the i„ n j j
,hk hails, while a crowd, numbering thou- i was immediately called, and
' ' ‘ ‘ the battalion found guilty of murder. As
the individual could not be discovered,
the battalion was decimated, and 134
were marched outside the gate in sepa-
rate squads, aud shot by their own com-
rades. My informant happened to be
riding outside the walls, and, attracted
by the roll of musketry, saw the execu-
tion of the luckiest soldiers, some sit-
ting, some standing, and some on their
knees, according to the humor of the
officers.— Norf/i American Review.
i
timk
sands, surrounded the prison aud evinced & de-
sire to make an attack.
Meantime the police rapidly assembled,
ropes were stretched across the streets leading
to tho prison, aud every preparation made to
resist an attack. The Lhief of Police at once
called Gen. McComb iu consultation. Gen.
McComb ordered tho military to assemble at
their armories.
News of tho tragedy spread like wildfire
through the city, and the streets were soon
crowded with excited throngs. Htroug guards
were placed over the Chronicle business and
priuting offices to prevent their being sacked
Id the afteruoou there was au immense gather-
ingof workingmen, at which there was manifest-
ed a general desire to march on tho jail, take De
Young out and hang him. Ic was decided, how-
ever, to await the arrival of Dennis Kearney,
who was a short distance out of the city, before
preceding to extremities. Kearney hastened
back, arriving’ in the evening. He was mot
by a crowd of several thousand, who re-
ceived their leader with almost a frantic ex-
hibition of joy. Three of tho workingmen’s
military c >mpaniee, numbering 100 men, with
rifles and flxtd bayonets, were on hand as au
escort. \Yi(h Kearney at Ih ir head, the pro-
ceasion moved up Market street for the sand
lots, filling tho streets for several blocks, and
nuking tne air ring with cheers for Kearney
and cries of “Hang Do Young." K«arueyad-
d> eased the excited multitude, advieiug the
preservation of law anti order. Him counsel
was willingly accepted by the populace,
and at the conclusion of tho meetiug the
multitude quietly dispersed to tue.r homes.
Public sentiment seems maiuly to run agtiust
Do Young, partly on account of tho manner of
his attack, giving his victim no chance for de-
fense or escape, and partly because the Chroni-
cle in its assaults upon Kallocb has been
abusive beyond all precedent iu political cira-
paigns.
The Chronicle editorially contained the fol-
lowing detouse of Charles Be Young.
For the in forma-
party in the inte-
rior, where tho affair between L 8. Kalloch
and one of the proprietors of this paper may be
altogether misunderstood, wo say tl.at the oc-
currence was entirely a persona! matter, which
in no H'-nse whatever aff-cts or concerns the
pcli?icAl principle* of tho (Jhvotiiclt ortho p*r-
ty which it supports. We put it to auv brave and
honorable man iu this community,’ who has a
mother or the memory of one, and who lovoe,
reapee'e and reveres her, if such language as
ibat used by Kalloch in the hearing of thou-
sands does not challenge aud provoke personal
chastisement to tho death. It would be infi-
nitely worse than deatii to liear such an
insult put upon one’s mother, and no
man hu a right to give it without
being prepared for tho worst of consequen-
ces. The man who would not roeent it is
meaner than a dog, and the mode of reeentment
in such citos is the same throughout the civil-
ized world. Let those who have made haste to
condemn Charles Do Young for shootiog Kal-
loch c*lmly reflect upon all this— menially put
themMelvee in his plaoe— and then say whether
they desire that a slander-loving mob should
bo permitted to take this case out of the hands
of the law ”
A Bui Francisco dispatch of the 26th ssj*
that Charles De Youug was arraigned in the
Police (Tourt on a charge of attempting lo mur-
der Kalloch. He w*s committed without
bail. Kaiiooh's condition was improv-
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SABBATH REAMlier
“ He Know«Ui the Wujr rimtjl Tehe.”
1 know iuit— the way ia «o ipiaty— I , k
The jof nr the Kri«t< it ehlill brinfc.
^ hat clobda are oVrm|it(iuC the fuHro, / \
Wlut flower* by tiptoauiBde ahafcpric^
But tuereTtune WhoVill jonraey WiMe me.
Nor in weal nor in woe will t..r*ake;
And this is my ho ace and comfort—
“He kuuwetn the way that I take.". (
I stand where the crola-roads are meeting
And I know nottUer^t trow J^e wn^;
No beckoning Unger flirpte ni^, t
No welcome floats to tie in : I I
But my Guide will 80oiiViv*5'*,,r*
By wilderness mountain or lake;
Whate' er tne darknes- about me
“He knoweth the way that I take.
And I know that the way leadeth homeward
To the laud of tne pure and the blest,
To the country df erepfair "urtitmir,
To the city <# a*ac4 aud of rest:
And tnere e nai^e ire|ling tor sickness,
and fountains, life’s fever to slake,
What matter beside r I go heavenward.
“He knoweth the way tnat I take."
—London Chrintlan World.
philosophy teaches thrfk, in order toTf*
generate a race of J^lplessly lost beings
something must '
litei
t^heir^ w
operatuni and Calvanistic predestina-
tion; their inspiration must be infalli-
ble, siuce it communicated 'Ubthing but
what is from from ahoye.*’— Sunday
Afternoon. . i
another in its stead; When a religiom A HIHHWAY ADVENTURE.
KxpoHmoe df
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Ancient and Modern Ideas of Inspiration.
The Aucieiitsset God and the universe
in opposition. They often accribed the
creation of the world to a being less
pei feet than God. . They were unable
by a higher synthesis to reconcile their
conceptions of Deity with the evil and
imperfection which they beheld in them
fe.ves aud in the world around. Poly-
thesim had made Deity an intimate and
familiar presence, that too often shared
human frailty and vice. It was the re-
action of Semitic Monotheism to send
God away almost into the region of the
unknowable. It enthroned Him in far-
off and unapproachable mujesly and holi-
ness. So jealous were the Semites of
the idea of G id’s unapproachableness
aud uusearcliableness that though in
the warmth of religious utterance He
was said to have appeared, to have re-
vealed Himself by some name or other-
wise, returning to philosophic accuracy,
they would speak of such manifestation
as that of some emanating power or
lower God, and would sooner lay
themselves open to the charge of believ-
ing in all sorts of lesser divinities as
mediatory powers than in the least to
appear to make Supreme Deity capable
of any representation whatsoever. Has
He appeared, or uttered His voice, or
named Himself Jehovah? And would
men hence presume to begin to predi-
cate anything concerning His nature or
mode of existence? Ho withdraws in-
describable aud unnamable into His
absoluteness.
While God thus dwelt apart, alone in
the possession of all that is good, this
gross world, its thoughts, works and
imaginations were only evil continually.
It was totally depraved. It had no self-
restorative power. It had no innate
ability to will or think anything that is
good. Even what migldf appear as good
works were not so in reality, but had
without dnnbt the nature of sin. How
then were goodness and truth to
1 appear uud thine on tne earth? It
could only be by an interposition of tbe
far-off God; by lowering the celestial
sphere to inspire or “breath ew its holi-
ness into the earthly. This was effected
by the communication of an angel or
by die gift of a daimon. In these
messengers God was efficaciously and
infallibly present. This mechanical
junction of the celestial sphere with
the terrestrial was denominated inspira-
tion The conception of inspiration
that inevitably followed was this : They
who receive these divine messages, i. e.,
inspired persons, were universally re-
garded as pure mediums. Undoubt-
edly. • There was and could be no
human element in the message. The
whole was direct from heaven. The in-
spired were possessed. “The word that
the Lord hath put in my mouth, that
must I speak.” That this logical infer
ence was commonly made we take Philo
out of a multitude as a witness: “A
prophet says nothing of his own, but
everything which he says is strange and
prompted by some one else. • • •
He is a sounding instrument of God’s
voice, being struck and moved to sound
in an invisible manner by Him.”
Again : “ When tlie divine light shines
the human light sets, *
and this very frequently happens to the
race of prophets; for the mind that is
in us is removed from its place at the
arrival of the divine spirit, but it is
again restored when the spirit departs.”
Since, then, ancient philosophy made
the inspired person a pure medium, “a
sounding instrument of God’s voice,”
every inspired utterance must be infalli-
ble. On this dark background of essen-
tial enmity and separation between God
and nature much of past theology has
been outlined. Some of it has been
steeped in this utter gloom. This an-
cient falsehood of man’s total depravity
aud hostility to God yet hangs its sable
pall over the theology of some. But
our view of nature aud of God’s govern-
ment thereof is now radically changed.
We believe nature to be sacred and
God immanent aud transeunt therein,
its nypostaiiis and conscious soul. Re-
ligion we no longer look upon as a
wave come from some ethereal and mys-
tic sea to Hood our godless valley with
its healing waters. As we have con-
cluded men to be, not children of the
devil aud of darkness by nature, but
the sons of their divine creator, we find
religion to be a fact deeply rooted in
their moral consciousness. The highest
\ manifestation of the hiding God that
can possibly be vouchsafed to us must
after all but be divinely human. But
if so, if the sublimest revelation of God
to man must be a revelation of Him in
and through man, then the germs of
great truth and high capacity already
reside in him by nature. A righteous
life, then, is the result of drawing out,
by all manner of education, the God-
planted possibilities within him. But
how was it attained, according to the
ancient mechanical view? It was by
first driving ( out and exorcising his
old depraved nature aud, bringing in
Christianity does not set men at any
work of mere resolution, saying:
“ Come, now, let us be humble;” that
would but multiply the endless speci-
mens of useless self-mortification. But
true Christianity puts men' face to face
with the humbling facts, the great
realities of God and His truth, and
then humility comes upon the soul as
darkness comes on the face of the
earth, not because the earth has made
up its mind to be dark. It is the nar-
rowness of our life that mokes us proud.
You merchants would be proud ot your
successful business if you saw nothing
beyond it; and you men and women
proud of your splendid houses if you
looked no further. But if you could
The Startling
Good
| From the Coltos
ports of iha,
ton with liig]
Jacinto have been coming in for some
days, but the General himself has now
arrived. Gen. Bouton was Chief of
Artillery under Gen. Sherman, who
speqfcBjOf him as haTing-cvcoyd m ad
world. He was engaged m forty-two
battles, and never lost a gun. He tells
of his thrilling experience on the moun-
tain-top at San Gorgonia in the follow-
ing way: „
The General and J. C. Collins, his
partner, started from San Gorgonia fbr
their ranch at San Jacinto in a fight
wagon. About three miles out, and
when on the top of the grade on the
new road leading to San Jacinto, three
men suddenly rose out of the brush,
which at that place gro^s close to the
roadside, and, two presenting revolvers
and one a saotgun, cried “Halt!" The
team was stopped, when they were or-
dered to give up their arms. They both
promptly answered that they had no
arms, although each of them had a re-
only see God forever present in y011!1 ! voiver in bis pocket unknown to the
life, and Jesus dying for your soul, and j other> jj getting out of the wagon,
your soul worth Jesus dying for, and i pjece8 0f cbain were produced, and
the souls of your brethren precious in ; fbeir hand8 were chained behind
.His sight, and the whole universe teem- 1 th and 8il.foot chain8 were
ing with work for Him, then must come placed aboufc each 0f their necks,
the humility of the Chris ian. To that , jGweiry Waa made from the chain
humility let us devote ourselves, for in | U8ed \hontJ the 8traw-carrier of a
a humility like that alone is peace —
Phillip ts Brooks.
Historical Sun Harkenings.
In 530, 507, and 020 we find mention
of long periods of diminished sunlight.
Schnurrer records that in 733, a year
after, the Saracens hud been driven
back beyond the Pyrenees, consequent
on their defeat at Tours, “the sun dark-
ened in an alarming manner on Aug.
19; there appeared to be no eclipse by
the moon, but rather an interruption
from meteoric substance.” There was
an eclipse of the sun, annular, but
nearly total, on the morning of Aug.
14; it is mentioned in the Saxon
Chronicle, which tells us “the sun’s
disk was like a black shield.” The near
coincidence of dates suggests in this
case a connection between the dark-
ness and the eclipse. In 934, according
to a Portuguese historian, the sun lost
its ordinary fight for several months,
aud this is followed by the doubtful
statement that an opening in the sky
seemed to take place, with many flashes
of lightning, aud the full blaze of sun-
shine was suddenly restored. In 1091,
on Sept. 29, not 21, as given in some of
the translations of Humboldt’s “Cosmos,” _______ ____________ _
Schnurrer relate^ that there was a dark- ; of his coat and put his hand upon
ening of the sun which lasted three j ^ jie pigtol, which was a self-cocker of
hours, after which it had a peculiar ^ be * bull-dog” pattern. They had not
color, which occasioned great alarm, j ye^ g0ue more than thirty paces, and
In another place we read: “FuitluaJ
threshing machine. The links are made
of a heavy wire bent into shape but not
welded, and when they were placed upon
the prisoners the links were pressed
down with a pair of shoemaker’s pin-
cers. Collins was chained to the wheel
of his wagon, with the chain about his
neck. The man carrying the shotgun
was handed a pistol by the other, who,
taking hold of the chain about the Gen-
eral’s neck, said, “come on,” while the
armed man fell in the rear with his gun
about a foot from Bouton’s back. The
third man had meanwhile been unhitch-
ing the horses, and, taking them ahead
a short distance, tied them to some
bushes.
All this time— and the time waa not
nearly so long as it takes to tell it— the
General had been furtively feeling along
the slack of the chain on his hands try-
ing to find a fink that was not entirely
closed. His touch, which must have
been intensified by the tight place in
which he was placed, suddenly found a
link partly open. He dropped the
other link down, and, with the slight
leverage which this afforded, pried
open the little opening upon which his
life depended. Keeping his hands in
the same position he then parted the
eclipsis Solis If. Kal. Octob.fere tres
horns : Sul circa meridiem dire ni-
qrescebat there was no visible eclipse
at this time, aud the November eclipse
was central only in the southern parts
of the earth. A century later, or in
June, 1191, according to Schnurrer, the
sun was again darkened, with certain
attendant effects upon nature. Here
the cause is easily fpund; on June 23
there was a total eclipse, in which the
moon’s shadow traversed the continent
of Europe from Holland to the Crimea ;
the eclipse was total in this countrv be-
tween the coasts of Cumberland and
Yorkshire. Ermau refenT^rito a
sun-darkening on Feb. 12, HOG,
which was accompanied by me-
teors, and we read in the comet-
had just turned out of the road
into the brush when the General ac-
complishad this, and it was just at this
time that the mau in the rear noticed
his movements and cried, “Halt!” At
this Gen. Bouton whipped out his pis-
tol, and, half turning, tired at the man
in the rear, who fell. Quick as thought,
he whirled and bored a hole through
the one in front. He then ran to re-
lease Collins, when the third man came
running toward the wagon from where
he h$ul tied the horses. Bouton, think-
ing his purpose was to shoot
Colhns, waited until he passed the
rear of the wagon, when he
Mazed away and dropped him.
It took but a moment to jerk the chain
apart which was about Colhns’ neck,
and to free his hands. Then, hitching
ographies that on the 4th, or, according | Up t,iieir team, they drove like w’ildflre
to others, on the 5th, of February in
thw year, a star was seen from the third
to the ninth hour of the day, which was
distant from the sun “only a foot and a
half.” Matthew Paris and Matthew of
Westminster term this star a comet,
and we take it to have been the same
which, later in the same month, was
observed in China under the sign
Pisces, and which, at one time, was sup-
posed to have been identical with the
great comet of 1680 ; this body, how-
ever, would not appear to have been
sufficiently near the earth as, even on
the assumption of a denser constitution
than usual with comets, to account for
to the office of Justice Kennedy, some
nine miles distant, with the parted
chains still dangfing from their wrists
aud necks, where they at once told their
story. With the aid of a file they were
relieved of their jewelry, and as soon
as day broke a posse started back to the
scene of the tragedy.
Near by they found where three
horses had been tied and two masks
on the ground. Taking up the trail of
the horses they found, about a half mile
further on, the body of John Wakefield,
who had dismounted, unsaddled his
horse, tutmed him loose, and then
lain down and died. He was found
a diminution of the solar rays, by its ^  ijftVe been shot in the right side, the
intervention. On the last day of Feb-
ruary, 1206, according to a Spanish
writer, there was complete darkness for
six hours. In 1241, “five months after
the Mongol battle of Leignitz,” the sun
was obscured, and the darkness became
so great that the stars were seen at the
ninth hour about Michaelmas. In this
case, again, the darkness referred to was
undoubtedly due to the total eclipse on
Oct. 6, of which Prof. Schiaparelli has
collected a full account from the Italian
writers. Lastly, in 1547, from April 23-
25, Kepler relates on the authority of
Gemma, “the sun appeared as though
suffused with blood, end many stars
were visible at noon-day.” Schnurrer
thought this phenomenon was what the
Germans call a “Hohenrauch,” notwith-
standing the visibility of the stars.
From the above brief summary of what
have been considered abnormal sun-
darkeuings, wo see that in several cases
the diminution of the light has been
due to the ordinary effects of a total
eclipse, while it is clear that there are
no grounds in the historical evidence
for any prediction of a period of dark-
ness. The nervous in these matters,
and it would really appear that such
exist, may take consolation therefrom.
- -J. R. Hind, in Nature.
THE-Burritt brothers, of Manchester,
Yt., have just killed their fifty-seventh
bear. ,,
Wm. H; Yanderdilt has given the
university at Nashville another $100,000
ball lodging just beneath the skin of
the back. On Wednesday a man named
Covington went to his home, near El
Casco, immediately after the shooting,
with a flesh wound in the thigh, where
he stated to his friends that they did
not intend to murder Gen. Bouton, but
only wanted to compel him to sign an
order on his wife for $5,000, and intend-
ed to keep him os a hostage until it was
paid.
How the Ancients Engraved Gems.
We must remain as yet a little in
doubt as to the methods employed by
the old artists to perfect these miracles
of taste. We have, however, the abso-
lute certainty that these ancient masters
were familiar with the diamond, and
that their best work was done by using
this, the hardest of all substances, as a
tool. A splintered fragment of the dia-
mond served as a scraping tool, and
they were well acquainted with the
drill. Prehistoric man worked a drill
at the very commencement of his exist-
ence. A Phoenician gem— a lion at-
tacking a bull— shows how the drill was
used. A number of circular depres-
sions are found in the gem, which mark
the extremities of the figures. This
was done not only for the sake of effect,
bnt to show the artist the limit of his
work as to depth. After the holes were
sunk, the artist united the various por-
tions of his work by scratching. Now
the use of the diamond point or splinter,
fixed in a style or iron socket, allowed
• certain flexibility of handling, which
our modem processes of gem engraving
do not permit. To-day* the work is
dale by means of a minute rotating disk
oftopper, which is whetted with oil a ad
dwond dust. On tbe least application
of the substance to be cut tef the dikk,
it is the disk which bites into the stone.
The differenosjin manipulation is^thpn,
that to-day it is the stone which gops to
the tool, and not, as in olden timed, the
tool to the stone. It is more conven-
ient, then, in 1879, to bring the cart to
the horse. It can now be readily under-
stood why, in modern work, time and
labor being spared (the alY conception
not entering for the present into the
subject)— why this work of to-day is in-
ferior to the art which is past. His
purely a mechanical process now, for a
rotating disk will no more draw lines
which have feeling than will photo-
graphing processes paint pictures. It
has been stated that we are not entirely
acquainted with the methods employed
by the old glyptic artists., This be-
comes quite evident from this fact, that
their best work seems to have been cut
and polished at one and the same time.
To-day we have no tool, no sabstance,
which will accomplish this double feat.
Mr. King, dwelling on the diamond
point, says “its extensive nee is the
great distinction between the antique
and modem work.”— Barnet Phillips,
in Harper* s Magazine. ..
Getting Even With Them.
There is no doubt as to how Con-
gressman Daggett stands on the rail-
road question. He is sound. Convers-
ing with a Chronicle reporter the other
day, he said :
“ The railroad people are the pettiest
kind of gougers. They begin to show
their hand at Omaha. In the first
place the fare from Omaha to San Fran-
cisco is $100.50, and everybody who
buys a ticket stops to growl aud ask
what that 50 /jents is for. They are told
that the half-dollar is simply the profit
made on each passenger. I guess the
$100 comes nearer the profit than the
half-dollar.
“Then they grab your trunk and
shove it behind a grating to be weighed.
You can’t sec the scales at all, and you
have no idea about the weight until a
mau sings out 1 $8 30 over weight,’ and
you have to pungle the money or your
trunk don’t go. Now, my trunk was so
small an aflair that I could throw it
over my shoulder with one hand, but
they ran up the weight to 2G0 pounds.
Piobably it did weigh that much when
a 200- pound baggage-master was sitting
on it.
“ vVell, I paid because I hadn’t but
two minutes to fight; aud at Ogden the
baggage villain still pursued me, and I
paid some more extra weight. It
weighed more at Ogden probably be-
cause a heavier man sat on it, or else
the rarefied atmosphere affected the
scales. Then coming over the mount-
ains there were some extra charge) for
ropes. But I’d get even— I’ll get even I
“You see, I am entitled as a member
of Congress to GOO volumes of Agricult-
ural Reports, 200 Surveyor General’s
Reports, 500 Patent Office Reports, and
several thousand other heavy volumes
of equally exciting character.”
Reporter— “Are these reports ever
read?”
Mr. Daggett, M. C.— “Oh, yes; the
printers who set ’em up are obliged to
read ’em. Well, these are sent on to
my address free, and the railroad people
have to carry ’em for nothing under their
postal contract with the United States
Government— the biggest Government
on earth, sir. Then I’ll give one copy
of the agricultural romance to Farmer
Treadway, and a copy of the geological
fictions to Prof. Stewart. All the rest
I need myself.”
Reporter— “For what purpose?”
Mr. Daggett, M. C— “ Why, you see,
I’ll put my frank on ’em and ship ’em
to Zach Chandler in Wisconsin, and
he’ll frank ’em and send 'em back, and
I’ll frank ’em again and redirect ’em
to him; and these books— two tons of
’em, by - 1— will go back and forth
over that blasted road free until the
next session of Congress, when I’ll get
hold of some more and start them along,
too. I propose to keep the books in
motion until they wear out, and then
I’ll sue the -- company for damages.
Oh, I’ll sicken ’em of the extra-weight
dodge. Don’t you forget it.”
Every morning the Congressman
goes down to the depot and pokes
about among the freight for his books.
They have not yet arrived, but he ex-
pects them everyday. — Virginia (Nev.)
Chronicle.
MICHIGAN NEWS.
Low Physical Sensibility.
In the curious histories of malinger-
ing, which we receive from the medical
officers of our prisons and public ser-
vices, many instances of self-inflicted
injuries occur wnich might doubtless
be traced to the existence of a low
standard of physical sensibility. A re-
markable instance came under my own
observation, many years ago, in quite a
young child, which makes it Ml the
more striking, as infancy is very intol-
erant of pain. A little pauper girl pre-
sented herself one morning in the
surgery of a country doctor and lisped
out a request to have a decayed tooth
extracted. The tooth, which, for a
child, was large and firmly fixed, was
taken out without the smallest expres-
sion of suffering on the part of the
uhild, and a penny was given her for be-
ing so brave. The next morning the
little thing reappeared and asked to
have another tootn ont, this time point-
ing to a perfectly sound one, and it
seems probable that she would have
consented to the forcible extraction of
the whole set at a penny per tooth.—
Contemporary Review,
Enoch Nelson, saloonist, of Mo- >
Bride’s, Montcalni county, has just paid
$43 for selling liquor to a minor.
A crane was shot at Yernon recently
that1 was four feet long and weighed but
two and one- half po^nds^ Yi'.
i' iiKalamazoo fa to have night police-
imen to guard its business streets. They
will be paid by private subscription, c '
The dally whitefish catch on Lake
Superior at this time aggregates about 1 1
fifty tons, which is mostly shipped ;iaway. • !
Gov. Croswell and staff reviewed
the Second regiment, and witnessed a
sham battle. There were 25,000 people
present. M
A touno man' Hatrisville, Alcona
county, paid a fine, of $5 last week for
profane swearing, ia violation of1 the law
of the State.
“Indian Fields” is the name of a new
flagstatiop.onHhe Grand Rapids and
Indiana railroad, five miles south of
Kalamazoo,
• Ex- Gov. Scott, of South Carolina,
has been summering at Orchard Lake.
He has booked his son as student of
the Michigan Military Academy. %
Aral Warner, an old and respected
citizen of Albion, died last week, aged
G9 years. He settled in Albion in 1832,
and was one of the oldest inhabitants.
The school district in Milan, Monroe
county, has a bequest of H,U00 from
Mr. Maynard, to constitute a perpetual
fund, the interest of which shall go to
the purchase of books.
The State Board of Agriculture has
autherized President Abbott to tender
to Prof. Shelton, of the Kansas Agri-
cultural College, the ohair of Agricult-
ure, vacated by the resignation of Prof.
0. L. Ingersoll.
Samuel Sabin, the aged Fanrington
man who choked his wife to death in a
moment of anger, pleaded guilty, told
the sad story of his troubles, and was
sent homo with only a sentence of $250
fine. He is 85 years old.
In 1876 about 20,000 young whitefish
from the State hatchery were placed in
Pleasant lake ; but one fish of that spe-
cies, so far os is known, was ever taken
from its waters. The specimen in ques-
tion was speared by Ira Vanarsdall, and
weighed about a pound and a half. /
Lanhino Republican: A bond of
St. Mary’s ship-canal loan was received
at the State treasury last week and
paid. This leaves but eight of these
bonds outstanding. They are for $1,000
each, and the coupons and interest are
all paid on them.
A few days ago a moss of float cop-
per, bearing the marks of the rude min-
ing tools of some ancient race, was
found on the Minong Mining Com-
pany’s land, Isle Royale, Lake Superior.
It was sixteen feet below the surface
and weighed 3,300 pounds.
William Coon’s shingle-mill at Con-
over lake, near Pierson, Montcalm
county, and a quantity of shingles near
it, were destroyed by fire the other day.
Loss, about $3,000; not insured. The
mill was not in operation, and the fire
is supposed to have been incendiary.
Greenville Independen t : The new
county building has an excavation pre-
pared for its foundation, and work will
probably rapidly advance. The con-
tractors hope to give it into the hands
of the Building Committee May 1 by
inclosing it this fall and doing inside
work next winter.
Intelligence has been received of
the death, from consumption, at Col-
orado Spriigs, of Egbert Teneyck, a
prominent shingle and salt mannfactnr-
er, a member of the Board of Trade of
East Saginaw, for the past eighteen
years a resident of that city, and widely
esteemed.
Another of the pioneers of Michi-
gan has gone. Mr. George Brownell
died, a few days ago, at his residence in
Utica, at the advanced age of 77 years,
after a sickness of bnt a few days. Mr.
Brownell was one of Michigan’s veterans.
He was born in New Lisbon, Otsego
county, N. Y., in May, 1802, and emi-
grated from East Bloomfield, Ontario
county, N. Y., to the Territory in 1825,
when, with his new wife, he settled in
the township of Farmington. Verv few
settlers had preceded him to that local-
ity. He drove the first team into the
woods four miles to reach the spot se-
lected for his home. He was a resident
of Farmington for thirty-one years, dar-
ing which time he held many offices of
trust; was Postmaster there for many
years; Captain of the State militia, and
was a member of the first Legislature
of Michigan, having been elected to the
House of Representatives by the Demo-
cratic party in 1835.
The Rev. Wilmer R. Tillinghast, rec-
tor of the Holy Trinity Chnroh, of De-
troit, was accidentally shot and mor-
tally wounded by a young man named
James Wright The deceased and sev-
eral young men were in camp at Fox
faland, below Detroit, and Wright was
engaged in carelessly handling a re-
volver, when it exploded. The bullet
entered the back of Tillinghast, who
was standing a short distance off. The
ball struck a rib and took a downward
course, severing one of the main arte-
ries, and causing internal hemorrhage.
The deceased walked to a tent after ex-
claiming he was shot, and laid down, ex-
piring immediately. The deceased was
a Western edition of “Adirondack”
Murray, fully as erratic. He was for-
merly pastor of St. Peter’s Church, but
resigned. He then organized a church,
over which he presided at the time of
his death, and conducted it on what he
styled Anglo Catholic principles— High
Church in the very extreme.
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, August 30, 1879.
For fa BoUaAd CU* Afew.
K WIAMO*.
At the Episcopal Convocation, in Grace
church on Tuesday night, there was a use*
ful discussion about promoting ‘'literary
culture ” in parishes or churches. Thus
this topic of general interest is again, and
in good season, introduced to the notice
of the citizens of Holland. Presuming
that our clergymen are already awake
when social progress is in question; that
. our lawyers will cease to watch the clouds
and tremble at the rain-drops; that our
physicians may feel a concern in the men-
tal as well as in the physical well-being
of man; and that all your readers are at
least ready to consider, I shall make some
suggestions for the coming winter. Sup-
pose that on or about October 1st, all the
professional men in this city, and all,
whether men or women, who have a sym-
pathy for " literary culture,” meet in con-
ference and take such measures to pro-
mote mutual improvement as they deem
most desirable, whether by lectures or
clubs, or lyceums or socials, or otherwise.
Then let them associate and secure the
ends thus determined upon. Suppose in
the second place, that our young people
of both sexes resolve at once to enter upon
a course of useful reading for the autumn
and winter. Let them at least try this
once, instead of wasting so much of their
precious time, or seeking for “fun” as
they term it. When spring is come, I am
sure they will be more than satisfied that
they have gone up, not down, on the scale
of humanity; that they are cultivating
soul and brains, not the low animal in-
stincts and propensities.
Should such a disposition and taste be
manifested, it will not be difficult to secure
their gratification. The city library is a
very fair one, and can steadily be in-
creased. The college library of 4,000
volumes, and its reading rooms, can easily
be thrown open to the public for such
limes as may be necessary, provided the
citizens give help towards defraying the
expeuse. Then again the plan of clubbing
in the purchase of books and periodicals
is a "most excellent way,” and at smal
cost furnishes reading matter for a year.
Nothing is easier than to feed the mind,
yes, feast it, when the desire exists. The
money spent on one dance, or pleasure
party or excursion, would often lay up a
store of choicest things for the soul.
And let me add, this is a “ college city,”
and this fact would be of vital moment to
the citizens if they would once conclude
to do as the citizens of Oberlin, Ohio,
have ever done, make a fpecialty of the
college idea, and of all the culture and
good which it involves. What would
Leyden or Oxford in Europe, or what
would Cambridge or Printston in America
have been without their university halls?
What now has Holland in the future, if
not in the hopes which 'cluster around
Hope college? When, therefore, this in-
sthution makes efforts, as it has done, to
promote the moral and intellectual progress
of the community where it is located— in
fact, to promote all that is good— why
should so many be as unconcerned and
unhelpful as the Mexicans? Not rffew
instructive lectures have been given free
in the college chapel, and it is not pleasant
or encouraging to hear a prominent citizen
declare that he can’t give the sanction of
his presence. Shall this be a college city,
or just a dead, common place, unintel-
lectual and tabooed village that can boast
of nothing but its place on the map, or on
the railroads? jy
18 yols,. and the Acme Library of Modern
Classics, 0 vols., the former at 85 cents and
the latter at 50 cents per vol. In these series
are presented such authors aa Carlyle, Ma-
caulay, Gibbon, Goldsmith, Lamratine,
Michelet, Thomas Moore, Walter Scott, and
such subjects as Cttsar, Cromwell, Burns,
Joan of Arc, Vicar of Wakefield, Plcciola,
Lalla Rookh, Arc. Pull catalogue of pub-
lications, terms to clubs, Ac., will be sent
free on request by the publshers, the
American Book Exchange, 55 Beekman
St., N. Y. ______
The Eastern Shore (Md.) newspapers
continue their complaints of the mosquito
plague. The superintendent and train
hands of the railroad near Cambridge
declare that the mosquitoes have been so
thick as to obscure tip light of the sun,
and that lighted lamps have been necessary
at mid-day in the stores and counting
rooms. From Tyajkin a newspaper cor-
respondent declares that “never in the
history of Tyaskin have the mosquitoes
been bo thick as for the past week. There
is no rest night or day; our only remedy
is smoke! smoke! And we have smoked
so much that our old women, and young
women, too, look like dried beef on the
hoot.”
FOR BARGAINS
OO TO THE
CHEAP CASH STORE, * f ' * J
OF
E. vj. HA-RRIHSTa-TOlT;,
Truth and Soberness.
What is the best family medicine in the
world to regulate the bowels, purify the
blood, remove costiveness and bilioupness,
aid digestion and stimulate the whole sys-
tem? Truth and soberness compels us to
answer, Hop Bitters, being pure, perfect
and harmless.
Pditumal fond.
A nice assortment of Hoop Skirts and
Duplex Corsets just received at the store of
P. & A. Stekktke.
500 pieces of fast colored prints at 6c. A big re-
ft iction in all Dress Goods for the balance of the
season. All wool suiting 25c, formerly 35c. Bro-
caded Dress Goods 15c, formerly 25c Dexter Suit-
ings 8c, formerly 12c. 1
In Parasols wo offer the best value In $2.00 and
$2.50 Silk Serge in the city. Linen Tablecloths
in all grades and prices from 25c to 90c per yard.
Sheeting Bleached and Unbleached in endless
variety. Ladies' Hoisery from 5c up to 05c per
pair. I have also 60 pairs Ladies’ Serge Shoes
to be closed out at $1.00 per pair. 40 pairs
Misses’ Button Kid Shoes to be sold at $1.00, and
the finest $2.50 Men's Calf Boot in the city.
I am selling Ready made Clothing cheaper
than any House on the east shore. Men’s Cotton
Suits $3.00 to $7.00. A flue Worsted Suit at $7.50
and n fine all wool suit for In.OO. Boy’s School
Suits at $3.50 and $4.50.
Linneu Dusters, Ulsters and a flue assortment
of Straw and Felt Hats.
All goods marked Id plain figures and war-
ranted just as represented.
In my Grocery Department I still keep the
best 40c and 50c Japan Tea in the CHtf also a fine
line of Sugars, Coffees, Spices, Candies and
Cigars.
Salt white fish, Trout and Mackeral. I am
still selling White Lime at $1.00 per Barrel.
Eastern Salt at $1.25. Lath and Shingles,
always on hand.
Corn, Oats and Potatoes, wanted.
Eighth Street,
Our stock of groceries is fresh and com-
plete; we deliver them free, and have a
fast horse to do it with. Call at
G. Var Putter & Sons.
- -
Having taken out a full liquor license,
and having purchased a complete stock of
fine Wines and Liquors, I am now pre-
pared to compete with the best house in.
the city. Come and try my samples.
John V. Spyker.
The finest kind of white shirts ever
brought to this town are now for sale at
E J. Harrington. The bosoms and cuffs
are 4-ply, and the body of the finest fabric,
at 75 cents.
Holland, Michigan,
THE
TBGIKAL PASTIL I.F
It is for your own benefit that we an-
nounce the arrival of an entirely new
stock, complete and assorted, which we
offer at lower prices than ever before, con-
sisting of a large variety of bleached and
unbleached cotton, carpet warp, cotton-
fldes, Kentucky jeans, shirtings, calicoes,
Ginghams, peach tarletons, grain bags,
and an endless variety of Yankee Notions.
Come and examine our stock.
G. Van Puttkn & Sons.
WOMEN ~AND ,
'MAIDENS
CALLED
LEUC0RRHEA,
Fluor Albus
•-rviTTr --- --i H ITM_
Thiiduet>e. 10 I'rrvalrut »mi>ne leu? « — , .......... .
tin upon th» tjitrm ii
Atlt'frtisfmfnts.
miOH OFjmiTMIP.
Ark. Richard K. Heald, and Herman Van Ark.
under tbc firm name of Workman. Van Ark & Co.,
wn* dissolved by mutual consent on the 21 ot day
«rd KgH„:i ?7fl;M0.rKrayela,e:t<> ,hc *aid km
HeaJd- ^ ll debl® d,ie to the aaid partnership,
and those due by them, will he settled with and by
the remaining partaera, who will continue the
business under the firm of Workman & Van Ark.
RRINDBR E. WERKMAN,
ORADU8 VAN ARK.
RICHARD K. HEALD,
HERMAN VAN ARK.
Dated Holland, Mich., August 3ltt, 1H79. 2fl-4w.
YOUNG MAN
Collie Journal. Superior advantages given,
underrtoodbyphv»ici»i„. It, Ur» . ... .....
to th« teat of the di»fa»e, and itaapaciflc lufluenee exerted
pain or unplocaanUieai, and d«e« not interfere with llieor-
dinary punuita and p earn re » of life. Clmilari are tent in
perfectly plain envelop. «, Meanly aealed from obterration,
raaol ,"*t n ' w* In ,",PI« fo" ure. excepting in chronic
^ 'mil afftinn f..r a a.. 1 1 a ____ • _ a.
' being A thoroughly practical treatiuon this diiea.e .
Prof. Hanl** Vaginal Pastille* etn be obtained onlv from
HARRIS REMEDY CO.MF’G.CHEMISTS.
Market and 6tb 8ta. 81. LOUIS. MO.
FRUIT BASKETS.
The Best in the Market !
Constantly kept on hand and for sale at current
prices, by
_ • n. D. POST.
 Cyclopedia for $10.00.
Perhaps the- most remarkable literary
enterprise of the time is the publication of
the Library of Universal Knowledge, in
20 volumes of nearly 1,000 pages each,
handsomely bound, for 50cents per volume,
or $10.00 for the set. It is a reprint entire
of the last (1879) Edinburgh and London
edition of Chambers’ Encyclopedia: A
Dictionary of Universal Knowledge for
the People, with very large additions upon
topics of special interest to American read-
ers. The amount of matter will some-
what exceed that of the Cyclopedios of Ap-
pleton or Johnson, though the price Is but
a fraction of their cast. Volume one is to
be ready early in September, and the other
will follow at very short intervals. The
remarkably low prices are accounted for
by the method of sale, to the subscribers
direct, saving them the large commission,
often 50 or 60 per cent., paid to agent or
dealers; also, by the recent great reduction
in the cost of making books, and by mak-
ing very large sales. This certainly is a
work that the millions will appreciate.
Special in ducements we offered to early
subscribers and to club.
The same publishers have recently issued
editions of Chambers’ Cyclopedia of Eng-
Jbh Literature, 4 vola., $2.00, formerly
sold in 2 vola., for $9.00; also Rollins’
Ancieftt History, and Josephus’ Works,
large typo editions, for $2.25 and $2.00,
aod Smith's Bible Diction, ry, *1.00. o.M „0„.na, Antfl... atth. A. D. m
They also publish, in August and Sep- MATTALENA menkoua,
tember, the Acme Library of Biography, | D- PoaT' attorney for tald Uorujagee.
Mortgage Sale.
T\E FAULT having been made in the conditions
xJ of payment of a certain Indenture of Mort-
gage, made by Bennett Harrison and Mary L. Har-
rison his wife, of the township of Oiive, county
of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, to Mattalena
Menegua, of the township of Bangor, county of
Van Suren, and State of Michigan, bearing date
the twenty-fifth day of January, A. D. eighteen
hundred and seventy-eight, and duly recorded in
the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
county, SUte of Michigan, on page 299 of Liber 2
of Mortgagee in said office, on the twenty-seventh
day ®f May, A. D. eighteen hundred and seventy-
eight, at half past two o’clock in the afternoon of
that day, upon which said mortgage there is
claimed to be due at the date of this notice the
sum of five hundred and seventy-eight dollars and
sixty-one cents ($M8.61), and no ault or proceed-
ings having been Instituted at law or In equity to
recover the debt now remaining secured by said
mortgage or any part thereof: TvWfe* it thertfm
MHbugxttn, That by virtue of the power of sale
in said mortgage contained, said mortgage will be
foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premises, on
Monday, the Seventeenth (17th) day of
November, A. D. Eighteen Hundred
and Seventy-nine (1879), at one o’clock
In the afternoon, at the front door of the Ottawa
county circuit couit house, in the city of Grand
<£nrt honse being the place of hold-
circuit court within the couutv In which
the lands and premises described in sala mortgage
are situated), at public vendue to the highest oid-l6! l*0.**- and premises In said mortgage
described, being to-wit: All that certain plewor
parcel of land situate and being In the township
conntjr oftJttawa, andState of Michigan,
t.0?,t 5 The ,odlh three!
fourths (Vthsj of the west half of the southeast
MeI#0f ,ectL<i? e,8hteen 08) in town six (6)
north of range fifteen (15) west, containing alxty
«rsf’.2r ao mBch thereof as may be necessary
on ea,d mort?RKe- with
interest at thorate pf ten per cent per year, and
the legal costs of this foreclosure together with an
attorneys fee of twenty five dollars as in said
mortgage agreed and provided.
Dated Holland, August 20th, .
PROVERBS.
“Sour stomach, had breath, in
digestion and headache easily caret
by Hop Billers.”
“Study Hop Bitters book, use the
medicine, bo wise, healthy and happy.”
! “When life is a drug, and you have
lost all hope, try Hop Bitters.”
“Kidney and urinary trouble Is uni-
versal, aud the only safe and sure re-
medy is Hop Bitters— rely ou it.”
“Hop Bitters does not exhaust and
destroy, but restores and makes new.”
“Ague, Biliousness, dnpwsiness. jaun-
dice, Hop Bitters removes easily.”
“Boils, Pimples, Freckles, Rough
Skin, eruptions, impure blood, Hop
Bitters cure.
“Inactive Kidneys aud Urinary Or-
gans cause the worst diseases, and Hop
Bitters cures them all.”
“More health, sunshine and joy in
Hop Bitters than in all other remedies."
Hop Cough Cure and Pain Belief Is
the best.
For salo by J. O. DOESBURG.
SherifTs Sale.
V^OTICE is hereby given, that by virtue of an
Is execution issued out of the circuit court of
the county of Muskegon, in favor of Samuel i
K. Sanford and Samuel B. Peck, against
the goods and chattels, jind real estate, of I
John W. Hopkins and William M. Ferry, |
in my baliwick, which execution has been to me !
directed and delivered. I did on the second day of
August. 1879. levy upon and take all the right, title '
and interest of the said John W. Hopkins In and
to the following described real estate situated in
the county of Ottawa and State of Michigan, viz :
Lots one. two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight,
nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fif-
teen, sixteen, seventeen and eighteen, of block
one; Lots three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine,
ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, flfieen and
sixteen, of block two; Lots one, two. three, four,
five, six. seven, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, four-
teen. fifteen, sixteen, seventeen and eighteen, oi
block three; Lots one, two, three, four, five, six,
seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen
and fourteen, of block four, all in Hopkins' addi-
tion to the city of Grand Haven; part of Lot one
hundred and one of the city of Grand Haven, de-
scribed as follows: commencing forty feet west-
erly of northeast corner of said Lot one hundred
and one, thence west along northerly line twenty-
two and one half feet, thence south at right angles
sixty-six feet, thence east at right angles twenty-
two and one-half feet, thence at right angles north-
erly sixtv-six feet to beginning; westerly half of
lots seventy-one and seventy-two. and all of lot
one hundred and fifty-eight of said city of Grand
Haven, and cast three-fourths of lots two hundred
forty-one and two hundred forty-two of original
plat of said city of Grand Haven.
The southwest quarter of section four, township
seven, north, range fifteen west.
Undivided half of west half of south fraction of
northeast fractional quarter of section twenty-ono,
township eight, north, range sixteen west, nine-
teen and twenty-two one-hundredths acres. All_ ___ enty-two ___________ _ _____ _____
of which I shall expose for sale at public auction’
to the highest bidder, at the front door of the
court house in the city of Grand Haven, In said
county, on the Fir* Day of October, 1879,
at ten o’clock in tho forenoon.
Dated August 15th, 1879.
JOGS VERPLANKE,
Shtriff of Ottawa County, Michigan.
Smith, Nimh & Sw in. Attorneys. 27-7w.
MEAT MARKET
— Iisr THE —
FIRST WARD.
The undersigned announces to the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their customers with all kinds
of Meats and Sausages, By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
trade * Wh° wl"h to favor them w'th J,art oltheb
The stand is one door west of G. J. Ilaveikate &
Son's Hardware Store.
W. BUTKAU,
„ _ . J. VAN ZOEREN.
Holland. Ju1vl4, 1878.
NEW FIRM!
New Stock! New Store!
Boot & Kramer.
»,.n ,e .rf,PKCCt(U,llV ,"v,t® lhe attention of our citi-
zens to the stock of goods which we have opened
one door east of E. \ an der Veen’s hardware store,
and the prices for which we off*r them.
Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,
(Laundry and Toilet,
Soaps, etc., etc.
Our 10 cent Tea la called A No. 1 for the price br
expert Judges. Fine Candies, Tobaccos and
K1""',!r p<>“'
ALL CHEAP FC(R CASH.
Give ns a trial and you will be pleased with
goods and Prices.
No trouble to Show Goods.
BOOT & kramek.
Holland, Mich,, June 21, 1879.
Lake Navigation!
OIPEUIED.
FORSALE.
A SPAN of working horses, double wagon and
IY harness, will sell cheap for cash, & good
time paper.n M. D. HOWARD.
Holland, August 18, 1879. 27-«w.
TORSALE.
npWENTY ACRES of tho choicest fruit land,
A partlr cleared, situated about one-half mile
southeast of the city limits. Easy terms. For
further information apply at
_ ' . : THIS OFFICE.
The Saugatuck House.
E. D. BILLINGS, Pbopbirtob.
Since there |a no stage line or boat line that
gives us a connection with tho city of Holland, we
call the attention of the public to the only reliable
route to and from Sangatnck, via: The beamlfol
little steamer Twilight makes two trips per day
from Sangatnck to Richmond, connecting with the
Chicago and West Michigan railroad— the nearest
railread station.
w*™ Hotel haa a livery stable in connection
BOASB B7 THE DAT OR WEEK.
Delightful Summer Retreat. Good Fishing, etc.
Good Accommodations, charges moderate.
28-1 T-
House and Lot to Rent.
The honse lately occupied by Mr. W. C. Molls is
for rent. Apply to
*-tf. - H. D. POST.
icii I i«p
Side-Wheel Steamers on
their Routes.
DAILY BETWEEN CHICAGO AND
GRAND HAVEN and MUSKEGON.
(Saturday excepted.)
CHICAGO DOCK, FOOT OF MICHIGAN AVmE.
Grand Bans Bod, foot of Washiogtos Stmt,
»?»«uwduh“;,l1L;?.the or,“d n‘™
Ticket* to Chicago can be bought at the
Grand Haven R. R. Depot for $3.00,
including railroad fare and omni-
bus fare at Grand Haven,
or FIVE DOLLARS for the round trip.
First-Class Agents Wanted!
BEACH’S
SELF-APPLICABLE
EUCM SPUE DELIS
for medical purposes.
Cures without Medicine,
Xew Method,
liemarkable Facts,
Honest, Effective,
Harmless.
Physics not to be relied upon.
ELECTRICITY :
First upon the lists of our most Eminent Physi-
cian*, as a POSITIVE CURE for
Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
Dyspepsia,
Female Complaints,
Liver Complaints,
General Debility,
Impure Blood,
Chronic Diseases,
Head Troubles,
Kidney Disease,
Skin Disease,
General Ill-Health,
Etc., Elc.
Among tho many modern electric appliances <
S&iM XcBNOMICALare iiKiUBLE'
EetcYt Electric Sponge Belts,
Perfect and powerful Galvanic Batteries con-
structed in such a manner that they can bo worn
10-tf
T. G. BUTLIN, Supt.
Chicago.
Fanning Lands for Sale.
130 acres In Olive. Best land in the town.
40 acres In Olive. Very good laud and wellsituated, ,
80 acres near Ventura Postofflcc In Holland.
40 acres on Grand Haven road in Holland town-
ship, a large part cleared. First rale fruit land,
ly to H. D. POST,4f Holland, Mich.Ap&
the patient’s habits or occnpation.
For further particulars address
27-4W. W. C. BEACH. Sr. Johns, Mich.
Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa, ss.
At a session of the Probate Court of tho County
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office, in the
City of Grand Haven, in said couutv, on Mon-
day, the eleventh day of August, in the year
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.
Present: SamuklL.Tatb, Judge of Probate. In
the matter of the estate of Jan Terpstra, de-
ceased.
On reading and filing the petition duly verified,
of Jentje Bylsma, representing thkt said Jan
Terpstra lately died in said county of Ottawa ines-
late, leaving real and personal estate In said county
to be administered, and praying for the appoint-
ment of Manly D. Howard aa administrator there-
of. Thereupon it is ordered, that Monday the
Eighth day of September hext, at one
o’clock in the afternoon, ne assigned for the hear
ing of said Petition, and that the heirs at law of
the said deceased, and all other persons interested
in said estate, are required to appear at a session
of said Court, then to be holden at the Pro-
bate Office, In Grand Haven, in said Connty, and
‘ ow cause If any there be, why the prayer of the
tltloner should not be granted: And It Is for-
mer ordered, that said petitioner give notice to the
persons Interested In said estate, of the pendency
of said petition and the hearing thereof, by caus-
ing a copy of this order te be published In the
“Holland Cmr NKwe,” a newspaper printed and
circulated in said Connty of Ottawa, for three suc-
cessive weeks previous to said day of hearing.
A true copy, (Attest) SAMUEL L. TATE.
27— 4w Judge of Probate.
4nr
lotting?!.
Our factories are
crowded with orders.
all very busy aud
Vyn's new saw mill, at Zeeland, has
commenced sawing lumber.
Sailors’ wages have gone up, and vessel
reights have advanced also.
The old schooner D. R Holt, is loading
with brick at the dock of J. Roost & Co.
Miss Mary Dykema and Miss F. Verhei,
of Grand Rapids, are in town visiting
friends.
A nine year-old son of Mr. E. Van
der Veen died on Wednesday last, ofj
diphtheria.
Ik you want a real fine pair of walking
shoes, just get Henry Elferdink to make
you a pair. They are “ boss.”
Peaches are ripening fast, and ship-
ments have commenced. The early Craw-
fords will be ripe in a few days.
The Zeeland grist mill Is doing a large
business this season, and its proprietors
are strong competitors in buying grain.
-  -**- 
We note the arrival in town of Mr. Gee,
who is temporary inspector of our harbor
works during the absence of Mr. Burke.
As a sign of increasing business we
can mention that both our railroads have
got to run extra freight trains frequently.
Another straw: Travel is increasing,
and all our hotels report an increasing
business. ‘‘Cheer up, we may be happy
yet."
The third crib was successfully sunk at
our harbor this week, and the work on
the superstructure will be commenced
immediately.
We have received a communication
from New Brunswick, which we are
obliged to lay over for want of space. It
will appear In oirr next.
Picnic parties are still going and com-
ing from the mouth of Black lake.
G. Van Schklven, Esq., is on a trip to
to Chicago and other points on the west
shore.
The new chapel which is being built at
Groningen, for the purpose of religious
services, is nearly completed.
The frame of the new Lyceum hall is
up; and the basement of the new school
building is nearly completed.
Our public schools will be opened again
on Monday next. Have you got the
.children’s slates and books ready?
f Mr. Frank Hopkins left for Portage
lake on Wednesday last to assist Mr. W.
W. Burke in his work on that new harbor.
Mr. A. BosMAV*whose fruit farm is near
the harbor, expects to have about thirty
tons of grapes for sale this fall. Who
can beat this?
List of letters remaining in the Post
office at Holland, Mich:, Aug. 21st, 1879:
Ferry Bro., L. G. Mosher, A. A. Mclen-
son, Angeline Park, Miss Mary Gullen.
Wm. Verbrkk, P. M.
The following are the arrivals and
clearanci* as reported at the custom house
up to Thursday night:
arrived.
Aag.21— Schr. Tri-Color from Chicago. 800 bu.
corn, 19 carboys vltrol, 4 bbls. tar.
28-
25-
»-
26-
27-
27-
28-
28-
Marla from Milwaukee, 10 bbls. salt.
Four Bros, from Chicago, 82 cds.
stone.
Dawn from Chicago, 82 cds. stone.
The Hone from Ludlngton, 40,000
The healthy growth of the baby is de
pendent upon its freedom from the per-
nicious effects of opium. Dr. Bull’s Baby
Sysup is the best remedy known for the
diseases of early childhood.
Mr. E. Hkrold has just received a
large and complete stock of all kinds of
boots, shoes, slippers, etc. Prices are
very low. Call aud see him.
Our merchants arc prepaing for the fall
trade. Mr. E. J. Harrington has just re-
ceived an immense stock of goods, prom-
inent among which we noticed a hand-
some selection of read-made clothing.
Our readers will notice by glancing
over our new advertisements that Mr. R.
K. Heald lias retired from the firm of
Workman, Van Ark & Co. The wliy or
wherefore we have not been able to ascer-
tain.
Dr. W. C. Hunt and Mrs. S. C. Wells,
of Chicago were in town this week on a
fishing, expedition. They caught plenty
of black bass in Black lake, and pro-
nounce it the best fishing field along the
shore.
We hear no more of that pleasure resori
near the harbor. Now is the time to pre-
pare for the following season. It can be
made to yield a handsome profit on the
necessary investment. Who is going to
lead off in this enterprise.
“Every dog has its day,” is an old say-
ing, and the common kerosene lamp may
be said to have had its day, for the new
Harris & Smith Safety Lamp is rapidly
taking its place. People will buy them
rather than run such fearful risks.
Gee’s band has been obliged to post-
pone their excursion to Grand Haven and
Spring Lake, on account of being disap-
pointed in getting a boat. They are
thinking now of arranging to run the
excursion via the Grand Haven railroad.
The apple crop in and around Salem
will scarcely be one-half of what it was
last year. But the farmers all boast of
tbeir wheat crops. At several places we
could see the evidences of prosperity, in
the shape of building handsome resi-
dences.
- -«•«• -- —
The tow-boat Twilight will give an ex-
cursion on Black lake on Wedneaday next,
Sept. 8, for the benefit of Rev. Wm. M.
CopUo. The boat will leave at 9 a. m.,
on its first trip, and at 2 f. m., for the
afternoon ride. Should it happen to be
fine moonlight, a ride will be given on
Lake Michigan in the evening.
A large excursion from Allegan, con-
sisting of six different Sabbatli schools,
passed through here on Wednesday last,
to Mona Lake. Gee’s band, of this city
accompanied them.- Col. May, superin-
tendent of the Grand Haven railroad, has
prepared some fine picnic grounds at
Mona Lake, situated between Grand
Haven and Muskegon (formerly called
Black creek or lake), to accommodate the
people living along the line of which he
is the manager. We hope the Colonel's
enterprise and zeal will be rewarded by a
liberal patronage.
Mr. Sam’l Ledeman. of Grand Rapids,
is in this city, with the intention of start-
ing an auction store. He finds the license
so high that he cannot commence oper-
ations, and is now getting up a petition to
the common council to have the license
reduced.
We notice that our street commissioner
is renewing several cross walks. This is
very good. Several of our sidewalks are
in bad condition, however; some of them
dangerous, aud if they are not renewed
soon, the city may expect a suit for dam-
ages for broken limbs.
p
shlnglea.
Alice from Manistee, 100, 000 ahlnglea.
Fawn from Muakegon. light.
Banner from Chicago, light.
Planet from Muakegon, 48,000 feet
lumbet.
CLEARED.
Aug. 21— Schr. Trl -Color to Milwaukee, 871 bbla.
head Inga. ffi,000 f. b. atavea.
28— “ Marla to Milwaukee, 800 bu. apples,
100 baeketa peaches.
Four Bros, to Chicago, 80 cda. wood.
Dawn to Chicago, 42 cda. wood, 44
cda. hemlock bark.
The Hope to Ludlngton, 1,400 Iba.
butter, 1,000 doz. eggs, 128 bu.
potatoes.
Alice to Manistee, 200 bu. apples,
180 bkta. peachea. 30 bkta. peach-
es, 80 bkta. peachea, 25 bkta crab
apples.
Closing Out Sals
-O F-
25-
26-
27—
27— “
28- “
The severe drouth of the last two weeks
ripens the corn a little prematurely, espe-
cially on the sandy soil, and on several
farms we noticed that cutting has actually
commenced. In spite of this last draw-
back, it ^calculated that we will harvest
the largest corn crop ever gathered in thiscolony. ,
The Giand Haven railroad company
put on its line a handsome, strong and
comfortable new car last Monday. It was
built in Michigan City on purpose for that
road and the trade between Grand Haven
and Muskegon. It is a real nice coach
ride in, and is built wilh a baggage
apartment, where also smoking can be
indulged.
C. H. Sunders of California, was troub-
led with a bad cough for years, could not
rest at night, the climate so beneficial to
others, was very unpelasant to him keep-
ing his throat sore all the lime, one bottle
of the American Cough Cure helped him
greatly, and a complete cure, it has no
equal for Certain mu! Speedy Cure for
Coughs, Colds, and Croup. Sold by E
T. Annis& Co., Druggists & Apothecaries,
Holland, Mich.
ANNUAL STATEMENT
Of the Board of Education of the Public
Schools of the Oity of Holland, of the
Beceipts and Expenditures for the
School Tear, ending Sept. 1st, 1879 :
RECEIPTS.
Balance on hand ........................ 54
Taxes for 1878-79 ........... 3,830 00
Loan... ................. 196 07
Primary School moneys ................ 438 24
Dog Taxes.. ........................... 142 08
Cash for Bond*. .......................... 7,637 04
Total Receipts ................. ..$12,969 57
EXPENDITURES.
INDEBTEDNESS.
Bond No. Sand lut. Ward School ....... $550 00
SALARIES.
Prof. I. F. Bangs, Supt ..........$700 00
Miss E. C. Allen, Teacher ..... ... 32500
’’ K. Lcdeboer, .. 825 00
- 11. Herold, . . 45 00
Mrs. W. M. Andrus, U ... 165 00
Miss G. W. Geary,
“ A. Royce,
“ M. 8.' Rowley,
II
. . . 90 00
II
II
... 11000
... 165 00
“ F. Garrod, »! ... 218 75
‘‘ E. Bangs, It .. ' 31 25
“ K. Dutton, “ ..... ... 280 00
" M. Post,
“ M. Vlsschar.
• l
. . . 40 (Ml
»
... 160 00
“ M. Lefebre, II ... 160 00
“ M.Slcnk, Ie ... 200 00
Mr. II. Doesbnrg, “ ..... ... 12500
C. Lepeltak, Janitor.
..$258 37
C. Trims,
- -- 3,110 00
We notice that Mr. F. E. Haruish, of
Ventura, has sold his business and slock
of goods to Mr. El Goodrich, of this
city, who intends to continue the business.
Mr. Haruish retires from the business per-
force— his physician ordering a cessation
of business for him on account of declin
ing health. For the next three mouths,
he will sojourn among his friends at
Grandville, where we hope he will find
back his health among the rural enjoy-
ments for which that locality has become
oted.
A man walked into Scott’s hotel, on
Monday last, who registered himself as
E. F. Putnam, Pittsburgh, Pa. He at-
tempted to sell a polish for silverware,
at which he had very poor luck, got dis
guslcd and got drunk; sobered up and
tried to sell his polish once more, with
same result. Then he deliberately took
the train north and jumped his board bill.
This, however, did not suit the landlord,
who telegraphed to the sheriff to arrest
him. The sheriff traced him out, he was
arraigned before Justice H. D. Post, plead
guilty after some deliberation, and was
sentenced to the county jail for 20 days.
In the Grand Rapids Daily Democrat, of
Thursday last, we notice a long article,
clipped from the Chicago Time* of the day
previous, about a scandal of Mrs. H. A.
DeLand (wife of the Democrat'* pressman)
and Rev. Dr. Joseph P. Thompson. This
is the worst journalistic “scoop" we have
ever seen. The idea that a Chicago paper
must iuform the people of Grand Rapids
what has been going on in their midst is
too much, too much. We say, Colonel!
whore was you, nil this time? Asleep,
playing 7 ou-it, or what? It is the wont
“scoop” we have ever heard of ! ^
Grant will enter the field iamedkte
on his return to America, not as a rival 0
Sherman and Blaine for the presidential
nomination, but as a competitor with
DeLesseps for the honor of constructing
and controlling the isthmus canal.* Ad-
miral Am men, who la a w^rm advocate
of the Nicaragua project, is said to be in
possession of advice from General Grant
announcing his rckdiness to accept the pro-
idencyof the Nicaragua company, and
declaring posltivelly that he will not be a
candidate for the presidency oflhe United
States qr any other political office. With
his name, the projectors expect to conju
money enough from the pockets of capi
Us to give the enterpise a start.
C. Docaburg, Sal. See. till April, 1871). . . .
MISCELLANEOUS.
G. Dekker, Fuel for 1879-80.... .........
K. Schaddelce, Insurance Main and Ward
School-building .....................
L. T. Ranters. Book for Indq. Scholars
and School Rea ...................
I). R. Meengs, Book for Indie. Scholars
D. R. Meengs, Collecting Primary School
Moneys ................... ......
P. H. Wilms, Drive and Wood Pumps...
Pauels.Vau Patton & Co., Lumber ......
II. Wlersema, Laying Walks ............
R. Postma, Carpentry ...................
H. W. Verbcek & Co., Lumber and Rep.
E. Van Der Veen, Nalls, Crayon, etc....
Buhl. Ducharme & Co., Nails, Tinware.
etc., per J. C. Post .................
P, & E. Winter, Fixing Ward Sch 1 Bell,
A. Klaveringn, Work on Ward School
grounds ...........................
B. Kruidenler & Son, Kalsomining Main
School Building .....................
R. De Maat, Kalsomining Ward School..
H. Meijer & Co., Curtains, etc ...........
J. Albers, Repairing Clocks ............
II. Walsh, Ink ................. ...........
(». J. Van Duren, Class Records and Req.
D. Siuijtcc, Brooms ................
S. De Boer, Snow Plowing ..............
II. Doesbnrg. Taking Census ......... .. .
Jac. Van Putten. Loan for two months..
Hoogesteger A Mulder, Publ’g Financial
Statement and Advertisement ......
Hoogesteger A Mnlder, Adv. Notice Spe-
cial Meeting ....................
Otto J. Docsburg, Printing Rules and
By-Laws ............................
Otto J. Doesbnrg, Advertising ..........
" Print, two sets Bonds
and Coupons ........................
W. Benjaminse, Advertising .........
** De Hope,” Advertising ................
James Ten Eyck, in connection with Ne-
gotiating Bonds ....................
Robinson A Burnaby, Plans and Specifi-
cations of itaiy School House ........
O. Breyman, Express for Bonds to and
Cash from Ann Arbor ........... ...
3-35 90
50 00
142 80
36 00
34 77
22 01
1 70
17 50
41 09
12 40
8 00
8 71
8 GO
11 90
1 80
900
59 60
600
4!M
1 50
4 73
12 28
7 75
4 00
1500
200 00
1500
2 00
13 00
2 00
200
Total Expenditures.... $1,877 82
At the settlement with the Treasurer, it
appeared that there Is a Balance left
In the Treasury to the amount of.... $8,091 75
Out of which amount have to be paid sundry bills
and part of contract for the new school building.
OUTSTANDING INDEBTEDNESS.
Eight Bonds at $1000 each, bearing 6 per cent
interest to be paid annually, which the Board suc-
ceeded to negotiate at the Ann Arbor Savings
Bank, Ann Arbor, Mich.
On account of the value of mi
during the interval between onr
SUMMER GOODS
. M •
t
At Cost.
In order to reduce onr stock and make prepara-
tion for an extensive Fall Trade, we offer the entire
balance of our stock of Summer Goods at actual
cost.
Summer Silks at Cost.
Granadines at Cost.
French Novelties at Cost.
All our Summer Dress Goods
at Cost.
Summer Shawls at Cost.
Parasols at Cost.
Linen Suits and Dusters at
Cost.
Lawn Suits at Cost.
In fact, everything in the
line of Spring and Summer
Goods will be offered at prime
cost, as we do not intend to
carry them over.
.. This hona fide reduction will give all those who
are In want of any of the above named goods a
chance to save from 15 to 25 pW cent.
I
Comer Canal & Bronson St.
Grand Rapids, Mich,
Strictly One Price Store.
PROF. HARRIS' RADICAL CURE
POB SPEEMATOBBHtEA.
 ' THJS— —
“SEMINAL PASTILLE"
A JalnM* DUooverr
ud Ntw Dcpirtur* la Mel-
leal Science, ta ntirelr
Naiv and poaitivelj effect.
I vi Remedy for Um ipeedr
and permanent Care of
Seminal XmlMlona ft
Impotenoy fa; the onl;
true war, yiit Direct
eipal Seal of the Dlaeaae, actio; by jP^oretlon.^and* eKrtl
\bi ita apeciBc InSnenca on the Seminal VMlolM. EJac-
ttfatonr Duotn, ProoUte Gland, and Urethra?Th. nee
of the Remedy n attended wllfa no pain or Inconeeoieact, and
doei not Interfero with (ha ordinary pinuiti of Ufa : it la
""“fc,y dieeolvad and aoon nbwrbed, p— ' ---- •
•oothinr and reatorative affect
FIRST WARD
DRUG STORE,
Three doors East of Krulsenga’s Store.
Dr.LA.Schouten,
TPXLOWrXXTOXL.
This n«w store will foil snpply of the hetrt
Uidicim PirkiriH, Itilit Well, Cigm,
Writiag Hatftrlftl, Banff,
And the finest assortment of
Wines & Liquors,
(for Medicioal use only,)
And almost everything else belonging In a well
stocked drag store.
The above firm are the msnnfactnrera of DR.
SCHOUTBN’S
ANTI-BILIOUS ANS EOTOBANI PILLS
JLXTD
Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.
Prescriptions carefully compound at all hours,
day or night. gfl-ly
A Large and Fine
1TEW STOCK
— OF —
SOOTS & SHOES
— Just received at —
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, City of Holland.
- 0 -
A Complete assortment of Children’s and Infants’
Shoes for fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladles’ and Uentleman’e wear.
CALL AND SEE US.
Hollahd, Mich., 8ept. 1, 1877.
E. HEROLD.
quickl ia abno ed,' r^ncinr u immVI
elate l olhinjr til rae fect upon thr M
nerrooa orfanmlioni wracked from aelf-abuM and aietnet,
•aiual and
n oney advancing
i l g  Special School
Meeting and the negotiation of the Bonds, we
were obliged to allow a discount of $362.96.
The Board has given the Job of building the new
school house to Messrs. H. Toren and P. Oosting,
for the sum of $10,765.0(1.
GENERAL.
During the school year now closed, there has
been kept one Graded School, comprising Gram-
mar School, four Intermediate and three Primary
Departments. ----
ie whole ye
„ Holland language.
The highest numner of pnplls enrolled was 613,
he number of teachers, employed for a part of
or th ar, was fifteen, and one teacher for
the land 
with an average attendance, daijng the year, of
456.
By the census Jnst taken it appears that onr
School District numbers at present 895 children
between five and twenty years.
The branches taught are as follows: Reading,
Hpelllng. Penmanship, Arithmetic, Geography,
Grammar, History, Rhetoric, Drawing and Dutch.
ESTIMATE
kOf the amounts necessary to bo raised for tbe sap-
>ort of the Public Schools of the City of Holland,
ir the ensuing year:
les— Teachers ...................... $3,475 00
JanRors....*... . .............. 880 00
Secretary ............... 60 00
“ (taking censns) ...... 1500
uce .................. 70 00
Idental Expenses ................. 420 00
............................... 15000
$4.50000
above $4,500 arc to be raised by taxes; and
lefntnre time an additional f.3,000 by loan,
$1,100 by the vote of the people, according to
. 9, 10 and It, of Title XXIII of the Charter of
, City of Holland, for finishing the building and
prehase of furniture.
By order of the Board of Education,
ISAAC CAPPON, I
W. WAKKER, fCommUtee.
C. DOESBURO, Secretary.
Dated Holland, Mich., Ang. llth, 1879.
Mopping the drain from (he i/ium, rcitorlng Iht mind la
hcilth um sound memory, removing the DfmneM of
. Bight. Nervous Debility, fconfuaion of Ideas, Aver-
sion to Society, etc, etc, and the ippeartoce of prema-
ture old age uiuilly eceompeoylof (hie trouble, tad reetor.
io( perfect Sexual Vigor, where it bu been (ferment for
year*. Thie mode of treatmeat hat itood the teat is vary
aerert eaaei, and h sow a pronounced eucceee. Drugs are
too much preecribed la thaao troublea, tad, at many caa bear
witoeat to, with but titllo if any permanent (ood. There ie ••
Noneeate about thia Proparatioo. Practleel oboervatioe onablee
u to poeitivoly guarantee that it will eivs saUafoction.-
Dsritif the eight yr in that it haa been in general nee, we hare
(hoeionde of teetimoniala ae to Ite valuo, and it Ie now conceded
by the Medical I'rofeuion to be the moat rational meana yet
dlicorered of roach i of and coring thia ten prevalent trouble,
that ta well known to be the caoee of untold mleary to 10 many,
and upon whom guooks prey with (hair uaeloaa noitrvaa and
big fees. Th# Ramady ta put op in na at boiea, of throe aifta.
No. L (enough to iaat a month,) 13) No. L feaftciont o
effect a permanent care, unicae in never* caeea,) |0i No. SL
(luting over three month*, will atop omleeiona and raator*
vigor in th* wont caaet.) 17. Scot by mail, aealed, in plain
WTtpp*2-. ^ RacaTONB for using will aooom-
pany BACH BOX.
ySend for n DctcnpUvt Pamphlet giving Anatomical t.
M llluetratiooi, which wiU convince The meet akepllcal \
 that they can be revtored to ported manhood, ud I
ft Stlad for tbo dutiea of Ufa, earn* u If never affected, m
wSent Scaled for atamp to any ono. Sold ONLY by th* *
HARRIS REMEDY CO.MF 6 CHEMISTS.
Mirket and 8th 6ti. ST. LOUIS. MO.
STEAMBOAT
EXCURSIONS ! !
The Staunch and Noble Htbamor
TWI-LiaiiT
CAPT. F. R BROUWER,
Is In readiness to run for private excursions
during the seanon of ’79, anytime, except Hnndaya,
and ie also prepared to take Sabbath School pie-
nice on large barges fitted up for that purpose.
Price for Utk ng parties to the mouth of Black
Lake and Lake Michigan, $5.00. For Sunday
barges on# or ,ar*e excarB,°n parties with
Parties can choose their own lime for going and
returning. For further particulars apply to
CAPT. F. R. BROUWER.
Don’t forget the Moonlight Ex-
cursions.
18-tf
A MONTH guaranteed. $12 a day at
home made by the industrious. Capital
....... ,,not required; we will start yon. Men,
w V VV women, boys and girls make money faster
nt work for us than at anything else. The work is
. mu I,‘ufl,,ant. and wch as anyone can go right
at. Those who arc wise who see this notice will
•end us their addresses at once and see for them
selves. Costly outfit and terms free. Now is the
time. Those already at work nre laying up large
sum. of money. Address TRUK <fc CO , Agnita.Main . 10-ly
Joslin& Breyman,
MDODiM LOST. W RESTORED !
I I^fti BAT on the rfU/fco/ cure (Without med-
tclne) of Spermatorrhea or Heminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Imp*,
tency, Mental and PbysicfH Incapacity. Impedi-
ments to Marriage, etc,; alsTT Consumption, KpH-
cpsy and Fits Induced by self-indulgence or sexnal
extravagance, Ac.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ success-
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radically cured withont the dan-
gerous use of Internal medicine or the application
of the knife, pointing out a mode of core at once
simple, certain and effectual, by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what his condlHon rosy
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately and rad!-
colly.
HT This Lecture should be In the hands ol
every youth and every man In the land.
address^6 Under 8Ca1, ,D * envc,0P®’ to any
Address the Pabllshers, 19. jv
Hi! nWELL KLDIUL CO,,
41 Ass «t., Hiw York; Post Oflce Box. 4536.
a
.ELGIN
lES,
Manufacturers of
Watchmakers | Jewelers,
DEALERS IN
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
All Kinds of Spectacles.
Fall Line of Gold Fens.
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Hoilahd, March 24,1878. . 5— ly.
DOORS, SASH,
Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc,
Having recently purchased tho Phcenix Planing
Mill, are now better prepared than ever to do; all kinds of
Scroll Sawing of all kinds
done to order.
Also Planing, Hatch-
ing and Resawing.
Any one of the above articles made to order to
any slxe or measure on short notice and at Grand
Rapids prices.
Cor. River & Tetitli sts.
38 1>
/ «•
J"THE LAST ROSE OF SUMMER."
On the romantm ahore ut Lake Luceroe,
lhaeath my window are a ime garden walks,
Wi,ere now the autumn frosts the foliage burn,
And hardv dahlias blacken on their stalks;
But. many-leaved and fresh and fragrant, blows
One solitary flower— a perfect rose.
This, fall of crimson life as if itbad
No thought of,de*th. I've watched, day after day,
.While deep in snows the Rlgl-Knlm was clad,
And deep the snows in delta of Pilate lay -
Orlm mount 1 above the clouds whose sharp-drawn
peaks
Have long presaged the storm— and now it breaks.
Like ships at sea, SlOothard's summits strain, ^
And toward Ted's chapel all the storied seen*
Is dashed, with slauttd streaks of misty rain;
There's not a spot of color or of sheen
In the dull landscape save that lonely rose- ,
Leaden the sky, and gray the very snows 1
With all of bln*hes and all fragrance rife,
Love's fragile banner to the gale unfurled,
Bloom bravely on I Wa. live thy little life,
0 rose 1 I would not pluck thee for the world.
’Twere sentimental folly that weuld shod
Thy sentient leaves to strew yon sodden bed.
1 am the type of the true poet's thought;
1 am the rype of the trie lover's heart"—
These words, in melody of perfumes wrought,
Like notes of music did the flower impart—
"In gray-halred age my youth la fresh; I bloom
Up to the ‘ice and blackness' of the tomb, i
’Thou In flesh, and In my petals I,
Are shadows; but a soul is mine and thine.
I am a vision snd a prophecy I
And that which makes the poet's thought divine,
And love a subtler revelation still.
Is Ur more real than yon rock-ribWd hill. I '
“A few short days, or hours, and I am gone.
But, lingering here, last of a happy race,
Into my bonom all thon lookest on
I gather up- but clothed in aummer’a grace;
And I shall hang forever In thy mind,
A mystic rose, immortally refined.
“Yes, these, my perfumes shed shall hit thy aeuse
With spiritual power when I am dust.
Perchance the last survivor, icons hence.
Of men shall be a poet, and his trust,
The perfect flower of manhood, shall resign,
As I. the perfect roue, to love divine."
— ITm. OibtoH, in Uarptr't Magatlne.
A H AIMED PREACHER.
BY E. B. W.
In the winter of 1838, the population
of Howard county, Mo., was thrown in-
to a state of extraordinary exoitement
by a cause that seemed wholly inade-
quate to the production of such effect,
especially in a latitude situated so far to-
ward the setting sun. The phenome-
non which attracted universal attention
was neither more nor less than the ap-
pearance of a new Methodist preacher—
a circnit -rider, as the name goes in the
West, but one of a remarkable person,
and qf powers that the superstitious
deemed almost supernatural.
He was a youth who had not seen
more than 20 summers, of about the me-
dium height, although he looked much
taller from the slightness of his make,
apparently feeble and delicately molded
as (he form of a woman. Hut all his
movements, even to the hash of his eye
or the wafture of his finger fn gesticula-
tion, were ineffably quick. He was pos-
sessed of many of the graces which are
usually supposed to constitute feminine
beauty. His slender figure was a model
for the aits of sculpture and painting.
His face was an admirable oval, soft and
sweet in its expression while in a state
of repose, although when aroused by
any strong emotion it could assume a
look of sternness or of passion abso-
lutely appalling. His eyes were large,
beaming, and piercing, so that when on
fire with sudden wrath not many of
even the bravest would feel at ease
while encountering their fierce flashes
of inexpressible defiance, for they plain-
ly dared all things, not leaving oat
death itself. One drawback most be
made from the exquisite character of
this portrait; his complexion altogether
lacked color when not illnminated by
some excitement capable of ponring the
blood from the heart in boiling tor-
rents. His feat ores, it is true, did not
have the unnatnral and ‘ subdued hhe
of ill-health, but rather the transparent
paleness, so rare and delicate, which in-
dicates lofty thoughts, such as “wander
through eternity," persevering and stu-
dious vigils over the rays of the mid-
night lamp, and infinite longings, such
as no human language can hope to ex-
press, for the ideal of all, the immense,
the unknown, the fathomless mystery
which we seek forever, but never find.’
I shall not forget, even should my
life be protracted for ages, the first time
that I had an opportunity of seeing and
hearing this Western prodigy. It was
at the town of Fayette, in the county
previously mentioned. The large
court house was used as a place of
temporary worship, and, long before
the appointed hour, it had been crowd-
ed to its utmost capacity, while hun-
dreds, nnable to gain admission, hung
around the doors and windows, deter-
mining to get a glimpse, or catch at
least a tone, of* the wonderful orator,
whose fame was on everybody’s tongue.
Several preachers were on the plat-
form, and among the dense throng arose
the low murmur, made up of a thon-
sand eager whispers— “ Which is Ellis?”
“Which is the new Whitfield?”
“Which is he?— which is he?” And
the general conclusion of those who
had never seen the object of their curi-
osity appeared to be that a finely-
formed, middle-aged person, with a
ruddy complexion and shining bald
head, was the man. The inference
grew stronger when the individual de-
scribed arose, gave out a hymn, and,
kneeling, uttered an extemporaneous
prayer of considerable fluency and un-
bounded fervor. However, upon tho
whole, the congregation felt a keen dis-
appointment. The effort did not in
any degree correspond with the grand-
eur of their preconceived idea. Nor
was this at all strange, as the performer
in this case happened to be only the
elder in oharge of the district; and
such clerical officers ill the Methodist
denomination are commonly chosen
with reference to their steady and solid
talents for government, and their unim-
peachable orthodoxy, more than from
any manifestations of logical acuteness
or theological genius.
The petition to Heaven was ended.
Those who had bowed to the earth in
real or simulated adoration resumed
their seats, and, for five minutes after-
ward, there prevailed a solemn silence
—the profound calm of expectation.
Then suddenly a slender figure, that
nobody had observed before, ascended
the platform, and a pale yet luminous
face, shining with two earnest, a toy
eyes, glanced slowly and calmly around
the vast assemblage, as if silently meas-
uring their capacity for the reception
of the truths about to be enunciated.
He did not open the Bible —he did
not formally take any text; but all at
once he cried ont, in trumpet tones,
which caused every hearer to start on
his seat, “Behold I I make all things
newl” And then he spread all the
sails of imagination, and launched
boldly forth into an illimitable ocean of
eloquence. The burden of his dis-
course, in its first division, was the sus-
ceptibility of tho material molecules
composing the visible and tangible uni-
verse for endless transformations of
utility and a transcendental beauty
throughout the endless ages of eternity.
He demonstrated, from the latest dis-
coveries of chemistry and the best-es-
tablished truths of all physical science,
that matter is not that gross, di gusting
thing which the atheistic philosophers
and some superstitious theologians
would have us bebeve it, but that all its
aspects of repulsiveness, of sweetness,
of sublimity and of terror depend
upon the arrangement of its atoms and
the composition of its elements.
As the speaker went on advancing
into the heart of his subject, the pale-
ness gradually left his face, which at
last glowed like a fiery furnace; and the
azure of his eyes turned to red, and
literally lightened around him; and, as
he closed the first branch of his sub-
ject, describing the beatitude to be en-
joyed in “the new heaven and earth,”
the final home of the saints in light, a
general and irrepressible shout of en-
thusiasm broke forth from among the
faithful.
He then commenced the second di-
vision of his discourse, with the singu-
lar remark “that, although it was de-
clared that all things should be made
new, there was no intimation that all
persons should be made new, but that
an opposite inference might well be
deduced from the letter and the spirit
of the text.” And notwithstanding, as
every intelligent reader will at once
perceive, that this construction was a
fanciful and far fetched play upon mere
words, the orator made it a foundation
for the most appalling denunciation
against sinners perhaps ever heard from
the pulpit. He painted the different
classes of offenders against the divine
law in colors so black as to justify,
without a figure, the epithet of infernal.
And here all his eloquence proved a
failure, or something worse; for, in-
stead of wooing sinners and heretics
into the arms of orthodoxy, his bitter
invectives filled their hearts with hos-
tility and revenge. He made, that one
day, at least 500 implacable enemies.
Afterwards, traveling around his cir-
cuit, he pursued the same unwavering
course, throwing the whole country into
a ferment, and creating with every fer-
ment a host of friends and enemies —
the latter, however, usually predominat-
ing both in vehemence and numbers.
At length, he gave mortal offense to
one Jonas Sneed, a wealthy planter of
Howard county, and a man of great
personal popularity, although it was well
known that his wrath was deadly as the
poison of the rattlesnake. The diffi-
culty arose in this manner: Maj.
Sneed, notwithstanding his many vir-
tues, and he really possessed many, was
an occasional gambler— as, indeed,
might be said ol the majority of the
irreligious in that section of the coun-
try. He was also a duelist, whenever
the code of honor, as currently recog-
nized in that region, cahed upon him,
with its imperions rules to profler or
accept the gage of battle. He had
been engaged in several encounters of
the kind, and fortune always had de-
clared in his favor. The young preach-
er, Seaborn Ellis, was in the habit of
denouncing all games of chance, as well
as the players who participated in them,
in the most savage way, while his abuse
of dueling and duelists was terrible, if
not actually fiendish in its ferocity.
Maj. Sneed had been long writhing
under these lacerations, when one Sun-
day be attended church in the town of
old Franklin, situated on the bank of
the Missouri river, nearly oppoe te to
Boonville. While the sermon was being
delivered, goaded to desperation by
some withering sarcasm against his pe-
culiar vices, he ejaculated one word of
involuntary retort. This brought down
upon his devoted head a rebuke the
meat terrible ever fulminated from the
pulpit— at least in a Protestant land.
The infuriated duelist instantly left
the assembly, and, waiting at the door
until the minister came out, he attempt-
ed to vindicate his honor by inflicting
personal chastisement on the ethef.
But the bystanders interfered and pre-
vented any serious combat at that time.
On the next day, which happened to
be Christmas, Seaborn Ellis had an ap-
pointment to hold forth at a place in
the country, abont six miles from the
town of Franklin, and directly on the
road to the county seat. The exercises
commenced at 4 o'clock in the after-
noon, and did not close till nearly sun-
set. As soon as the service was ended,
the preacher left the house, with the in-
tention of riding on to Fayette that
night His surprise and astonishment,
then, may well be imagined, when, on
passing through the door, he found
Maj. Sneed, and about 100 of his
friends, waiting to receive him in a most
nngracioos manner.
“ I demand a full apology,” said
the Major, in a atern, overbearing tone,
“for all the insults that you have of-
fered me.”
Ellis answered without changing
countenance, or showing any external
symptoms of unusual emotion, “If I
have really insulted you, I will apolo-
gize in the most satisfactory manner.”
“ Did you not, on yesterday, proclaim
me a gambler and a murderer even from
the pulpit? And do you not term that
an insult of the grossest character? ”
asked Sneed, in accents tremulous with
suppressed rage.
“Ido not call the truth an insult,”
exclaimed Ellis, with flashing eyes and
a slight nervous motion of the right
hand, as if he, too, were becoming ex-
cited. ,
“ Then you will not apologize?”
shouted Sneed, almost deranged with
passion.
“I have nothing to apologize for,”
answered the preacher; as his right
hand was raised slowly, and to all ap-
pearances involuntarily, and glided un-
der his vest.
“ Then I will take an apology out of
your hide ! ” thundered the Major, as
he drew a horsewhip from his boot,
and began the brutal work of flagella-
tion.
But the duelist had ohly time to strike
one blow ; for, before he could accom-
plish the second, Ellis drew from his
bosom a long double-edged dagger, and
plunged it up to the handle in his ene-
my’s heart. The latter fell and expired
without uttering a groan.
“ Seize the rascal ! Shoot the hypo-
crite I ” with various other menacing ex-
clamations, cried the friends of Sneed,
and a dozen knives flew from their scab-
bards, and the young minister heard the
clicking of a score of pistol locks nearly
all around him. Not an instant was to
be lost. With the speed of the wind,
he flew in an oblique direction to where
his horse was fastened, seized the bridle,
and, springing into the saddle ut a
bound, spurred the noble animal to his
utmost speed, and, although several shots
were fired after him, he escaped without
injury.
The perils that encircled him, how-
ever, had only just commenced, for his
foes, also on horseback, set off in hot
pursuit, and the chase continued with-
out intermission for four miles along
the road whch led to the Missouri river.
There, as Ellis found that his enemies
were about to overtake him, he plunged
into the woods, and, making a consider-
able circuit, at length struck the river at
a point higher up than he had at first
intended to reach. Here the bank un-
fortunately was open, and his pursuers
coming in sight, although it was grow-
ing dark, descried him, and, giving a
murderous shout, hurried forward to
satiate their vengeance in his blood.
He had but one alternative— to stand
and be shot down like a wolf, or take to
the water; but even this latter choice
was horrible, on account of the tre-
mendous rapidity of the fiercely un-
governable stream, which, in addition
to its ordinary terrors, at that time was
thick with floating ice, so that after dark
even boats dare not venture across.
However, as he had no other resource,
he goaded his horse to the desperate
leap, and in a moment the latter was
struggling with the powerful wintry
current. H,i8 disappointed enemies
came up the instant afterwards, and
watched him moving forward slowly,
but floating downwards, by the violence
of the stream, with fatal facility, until
man and animal dwindled to a mere
black speck, hardly visible on the water,
VETERAN SOLDIERS* j blyin the dost, while they Ahnddered at the
- . j pro-pocta of another Ion*, tedious struggle in
The Northwestern Veteran Soldiers' Rennlon } bringing about the des red end. They were
at Aurora, 111.— A Big Attendance— A Sham
Battle, with All the " romp aad Circum-
stance of Glorious War."
The great rolunteer soldiers’ reunion of the
Northwest, held at Anrora, 111., on the 20th,
21st and 22d days of August, was one of the
biggest affairs of the kind ever witnessed.
There was a good deal said, a good many
things done, and a good Urns generally, and we
regret that onr limited space will hot warrant
an extended report of the affair.
The first day was devoted to the bnsiness of
reporting, organizing camp, equipment of com-
panies and assignment of quarters.
On the second day there was competitive
rifle-shooting by the veterans, company and
battalion drills, an address of welcome by Gov.
8. M. Cullom and response by Hon. J. C. 8her-
win, an address to the soldiers and sailors by
Gen. John A. Login, skirmish fighting and
artillery and battalion drill
But the grand feature of the encampment—
the eham battle and capture of the Confederate
Fort Wade— was reserved for the third and last
day. An imraonso crowd, variously estimated
at from 00,000 to 80, (XX), witnessed the exciting
event.
This fort was named after a Col Wade, who
assisted Gaft. Henderson in commanding tho
rebel fortifications, only a slight stretch of tho
imagination beitg required to suggest the name
of that well-known Confederate, Wade Hamp-
The Rebs had pickets thrown out before the
fort, aflil a line or skirmishers, besides a regi-
ment of cavalry. The guns— four in number,
being the Altoona battery, capturod-at Atlanta,
Ga., at the time of the war— were ably manned,
and the ordeis were given by an expeneucou
gunner. They are cast-iron, twelve-pounders,
and, considering their ago, material, etc., it was
feared that they might be bonoy-oombed and
unsafe. No accidi-nt happened from this
source, but one of the pieces refused to do
duty.
The Union array besieging th!s fort consisted
of three divisions, reported in all as 75,(X*tmen.
The right wing was composed of the Grand
Army of tho Republic, and was commanded by
Col. E. D. 8wam, of Chicago.
The right wing commenced the engagement
by throwing ont a company of skirmishers, who
crept in, in true military fashion, until within
rifle-range, when they opened fire upon the
Rebel outposts, lying upon their faces in the
grass. The firing was returned bv tho skirmish-
ers (supposed to be dressed in gray), and was
kept up for some time, the Federals steadily
advancing and making it warm for the John-
nies.
Ttie cavalry company, which was made up
of men costumed in the genuine butternut
garb of 8eceeb:lom, with calico hatbands, huge
straw hate, and calico sashes, rode up to the
fort and, after obtaining orders, made a gallant
charge upon the onexnv’e skirmish-line, scat-
tering them in confusion, and taking a few
prisoners.
Then the First Regiment threw out skirmish-
ers, which drove a portion of the Rebel troops
into the fort From this time firing l>egau to
get quite general. The "heavy ar iilery" in the
fort opened its iron months snd belched forth
fire and smoko with deadly effect, causing the
Federal lines to fall hack a triflo
At length a slight breathing spell was taken,
in which Maj. Tarble, a member of Gen. Mann’s
staff, galloped np to tho ort bearing a flag of
truce, consisting of a white hsndkerciiief upon
the point of bis sword, and delivered a message
to tho effect that Gen. Maun would I ke to have
an interview with the commander of Fort
W de, agreeing that there would l>e no firing
by the skirmish-line while the treaty was going
on. Gen. Henderson declined the interview in
& peremptory mmner, and the firing was re-
sumed with increased vigor.
And now one of the grandest sights of the
battle- field is presented, that of eight men,
stretcher-hearers, with stretchers wearing
white shirts, and having their heads tied up
with white handkerchiefs, rushing about the
battle-field at full speed, picking up tlie wound-
ed and djing, and carrying them hack into the
trenches to & place of safety. But this was
bnrlesqncd to a certain degree, for one alleged
corpse arose from the ground and started on a
dead run when he saw the stretcher- irearersap-
proachii g'him. Two of the bearers ran him
down, and endeavored, by main strength, to get
him upon the stretcher, failing at last in the
attempt.
The left wing began to advance, drove back
the Confederate skirmish-line into the rifle-pits,
were in turn repulsed, rallied and routed the
men who had been through the appalling
scenes of a prolonged and cruel war, and they
wanted no more of it.
After the capture of the fort, Gen. Mann
made a thrilling speech, thanking the men for
the service they had done their country by their
brave deeds of the last few hours, and the
trnons were marched off the field to their
quarters.
The sham battle practically ended the throe
days’ encampment Tents were taken down,
laggage packed away, and prepare' ions were
made for leaving. Heveral or the visi/ing
binds gave samples of their work before Gen.
8herer’s and Col Swain’s headquarters, and
were gratified, In one instance, by a speech
from the latter. The thing broke np in some
confusion snd considerable haste, but without
any rows, as might have been expected in a
crowd of 00,000 persoua.
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Rebs effectual^, carrying off prisoners.,  i In this way the warfare was kept up until at
and soon were swallowed up and totally last theengagement became general, the Ccnfed-
disappeared in darkening night. Not a 1 er&te skirmish lines were driven into tho fort,
beholder, not one person who subse- 1 fnd the Union troops advanced in solid pha-
quently heard the occurrence related,' stem the fort.W Tnl JolTetS^wnslrtiSg
doubted that Seaborn Ellis had gone to of a park, or four pieces, of light artillery, com-
the bottom of the swift-rolling Mis- 1 “anded by Maj. Yonng, was now brought intoB nr: 1 active service by the Federal forces for the
.  . , . , first time. The guns were trained upon the
Nothing more was said concerning 1 fart, the heavy timbers of which were sup-
him for years; and when his fame again posed to have suffered from the effects of the
began to fill men’s months it was not as a t0 an ^ anni!lK extent, and deafening
preacher, but a« a most influential mem- , The rigb, w|[ gi eon,^*, by r,,. Hwain
her of the Texan Congress, and a friend 1 which commenced tho battle, was also the first
of Gen. Houston.
Old Jack Mills.
Old Jack Mills, engineer on the Mad-
ison and Indianapolis railroad, is noted ! Hilliard and Col Oweir8tewart, the latter force
division of troops to scale the walls of the
fort A desperate hand-to-hand encounter
took place, the rifle rattling and the cannon
roar, coupled with the yelling of tho contesting
parties, making a bedlam as perfect as one
could imagine. Gen. Swain’s troops were
speedily reinforced by the left wing uudr Gea
for his irritability and bluffness. He
has always claimed that “any pesky
fool who persists in gittin’run over
ought to git run over.” One day not
long ago, as Jack was driving his en-
gine near Columbus at the* rate of thirty
miles an hour, he saw approaching the
track on a country road a two-horse
wagon, with a man and woman for oc-
cupants. , He did not dream of danger,
for the wagon was at some distance
from the track, with plenty of time for
the train to sweep p \st. But suddenly
the driver of the wagon stood straight
up and whipped his horses into a run—
directly into the’ jaws of death. Jack’s
hand was half thrown up to whistle
down brakes. He hesitated, muttered
“Darn the fool!” and let his engine
drive. Oh flew the farmer and on
roared the train. It was a stirring race,
but a neck-to-neck one, for the engine
struck the wagon between the wheels,
knocked it to a thousand splinters,
killed man and woman, and mutilated
the horses so that both died. The pas-
sengers sprung out to find Jack swear-
ing like a trooper. He was still in a
towering passion, but while looking at
the wreck his eye caught sight of a tiny
pair of babv shoes clutched in the
woman’s hand. A flood of tears leaped
from his eyes. He staggered up against
his engine and sobbed : “Just look at
them little shoes, Obarlie. I— I— didn’t
mind so much rnnnin’ over that blarted
drunken fool who tried to cross ahead
of us when he couldn’t; but tho little
one, Charlie— the little kid that’s wait-
ing for ’em- that’s too rough 1”
scaling tho walls on the opposite side and pour-
ing destruction into the ranks of those who
were attempting to hold the fort Directly
afterwards the First Regiment, under CoL
Knox, closed in uirfin the only remaining gap,
and the combined forces soon caused the sur-
render of the besieged. Shouts of victory went
up from thousands of tyroats, and the day
was woo by the Union troops— which was a
result, of course, in aocordanee with the pro-
gramme.
And now an incident occurred which struck
terror into the hearts of a number of bravo
men, who were not backward in admitting their
supperstition to the extent that they considered
it an evil omen. Direotlv upon scaling the walls
by the Federal troops, ’there was, of course, a
grand rush for the flag-staff over which the
Confederate flag was still proudly floating, and
a score of hands seized the rope aud attempted
to pull it down. It caught at the pulley and re-
fused to budge an inch. In the attempts of the
men upon it, the rope parted high up in the air,
fifteen feet above the reach of the* tallest. A
young man pulled off coat and boots and es-
sayed to climb the smooth pole. He ascended
only a few feet when his strength gave way,
ana he was compelled to give it up. Another
tried it and failed : but, finally, Pete
Gardner, a powder-monkey of the Joliet bat-
tery, undertook to haul down the Rebel colors.
He ascended higher than any of his predeces-
eors; hfe reached the rope amid the encouraging
cheers of the multitude, aud pulled with all his
strength. The flag still refused to come down,
but waved saucily ip the breezes, as if taunting
the feeble effortd of the young man to destroy
its greatness. But still tne boy climbs upwaid.
He has gotten within reach of the bunting it-
self, aud grasps it with his slepdet- baud. A
great shout goos up from below as the banner
comes tumbling down with a weight that throws
young Gardner from bis precarious position.
Ho holds ou, however, wraps the Confederate
colors about him, and slides easily to
the ground, where he it caught np snd
borne off the field upon the shoulders
of strong and admiring men. It was agreed
that he should keep the flag ta a trophy. The
men who bad ednfessed tb«r belief that the ob-
stinacy of me rag in letting go its hold was an
evil omen were overjoyed at seeing it laid hum-
the fishery question.
It la Treated with Contemptuous Feeling In
England.
London, Aug. 22.
The publication in tho London Times day be-
fore yesterday of the announcemoat that tho
United States Government bad filed a claim for
$103,000, for damages committed upon Ameri-
can fisherman by the Fortune bay outrage, was
tho first iitimation to the English people of the
ill-temper of President Hayes’ Cabiuet The
Times, in its comments, says*
"The demand is generally re reived with ridi-
cule. No one attaches to it any gravity of pur-
pose or result, nor is there expressed any opin-
ion to the effect that tne claim ic a just one that
ouyht to or will be pail under any circum-
Btances. ihe pro sen ut ion of tho demand by
Minister Welsh upon the eve of his retiracy is
held by gentlemen ronuec ed with public affaire
to be only an effort of the American Minister of
State to create for himstlf political caj itaL
The Globe says: “If it is the purpose of Mr.
Evarts to disrupt tho amicable relations which
have existed for so many years between the two
countries, he has iuop| ortunely chosen for a
subject of (lisagreemeut a question in which
,tbe people of neither country have any vital
interest. It is a matter which must he. con-
sidered, if considered at all, as a subject of
dispute pertaining primarily to tho 8taie De-
partments, aud, mat reeourco failing, u should
be referred to arbitratiou. The Amet ican Min-
ister of State has certainly nude an ill-advised
choice out of theassumedcomplamtsof the Suites
against this country, and forces upon the suc-
cessor of Mr. Welsh a controversy in which
nothing is to be gained, as nothing has been
lost
“This fishery business, with all its aggrava-
tions, is of no interest to the people, and they
laugh at the supposition of the alarmists that
war may grow out of Secretary Evart*’ «. idio-
matic movement And even if war should
come, they say, England was never better pre-
pared to defend her rights, punish her enemy,
and wipe out the grievances of a century.”
The Feeling nt Wnihlngton— The Claim
Must He Paid.
Washington, Aug. 22.
The cliim for $103,000 damages on account
of illegal interference witn American fisher-
men at Fortune bay, which lias been presented
to the Brit.sh Government, is not a claim for
the restc ration of that or any other paitof
the Halifax award upon the gioiind of non-ful-
fillmrutof conditions.
The present claim is for specific grievances,
and is to be considered without reference to
the amount of the Halifax award, with which
it has nothing to do.
Mr. Welsh was instructed to base tho claim
for $103, IXX) upon the actual loss aud damage
sustained by American fishermen in conse-
quence of the violent invasion of their ‘treaty
rights at Fortune bay, aud to obtain some se-
curity s gainst the recurrence of similar offense#
in the future.
Advioek received by the State Department
from the North American coast represent that,
although no actual violence lias occurred this
year, our fishermen are detened by apprehen-
sions of violence from approaching the shore
and carrying on their business witn tho freedom
guaranteed to them by treaty, and that we are
therefore dtriving no benefit from onr agree-
ment with the British Government, and getting
no return for our money. The state of feeling
which prevails between our north-coast fisher-
men and British American fishermen, who con-
sider themselves justified in using force to
carry out Ipcal prohibitory laws is regarded
by our Government as extremely dangerous,
and liable at any moment to lead to bloodshed
and serious international misunderstanding,
and it is therefore very anxions that some stops
shall be taken by the British Government to
do away with the local prohibitory laws of the
Canadian provinces, which now practically
override and nullify the treaty provisions of &
far higher authority. • _ _
A Heavy Sleeper.
A boy in the. service of Thomas Faw-
cett, of Gate, Eng., lately accompanied
his master in shooting all day upon the
moors, and on returning in tho evening
his master told him to make the best of
his way home. The boy proceeded on
foot, but, being much fatigued, sat down
and fell asleep. How long he remained
in that situation was uncertain, as; when
found, he was in his own bed asleep,
and a neighbor passing on the road
early next morning found his clothes
scattered in various directions, nearly
half a mile off. The account he gave
was that ho dreamed he had been at a
neighbor’s house, ate a good supper,
after which he supposed he went to bed
there. It appears he actually walked
three miles, though in a profound sleep
the whole of the time, during which he
stripped off his clothes and walked
home naked, passed the gate and went
up-stairs to bed, being the whole of the
time asleep.
Bound to Throw Off the Shakuls*
' The. Philadelphia Sunday Press thus
advocates and puts into practice the
phonetic system of spelling: 1Z
our desir to 4ward th cans uvppellm
reform in every possibl wo. The dis-
cushon in our vera midst, az it wur, haz
convurted ns. It must be apparent to
the dulest intelignncq that mena leters
ar wasted by th prezent method, which
so mena pepul hav found it almost im-
posibl to lern. £ fonetio systum iz th
kurect thing, but which systum shal we
fix on? The reformers ar not agreed
upon th rite thing, stun inolinin to wun
wa, sum tu another. We ar not sure
that we hav hit th rite thing ourselves,
bat we ar bound to thro off th shaknls
which hav fetturd th fredum nv ex- *
preshun 4 so mena thousands nv yen.
We hav bin enroled 4 the fite, andwil
yeeld tu no tireny uv faahun or custom.”
When a man gets tanned by the snn,
does not his face wear an orb-burn hne?
THE WHEAT CROP OF 1879.
[From the Springfleld Republican.]
A little over 30 years ago grain was
imported to this country from the Black
sea ; during the crop year on which the
country is just entering it is certain
that 160,000,000 bushels of wheat will
be exported to Europe, and the amount
may reach 200,000,000 bushels. The
grain is in this country ; the only ques-
tion is one of demand. The demand
last year from Europe was for 159,000,-
000 out of a crop variously estimated at
from 890,000,000 to 410,000,000 bushels.
Now that the crop of 1878 is for the
most part accounted for, it appears
probable that the larger estimate is the
truer one. The production this year is
larger. It is one-fourth larger in Kan-
sas ; in Minnesota the production this
year is 40,000,000 bushels, a large ad-
vance over last year ; the grain fields of
Southern Ohio show an unprecedented
yield; so do those ol Iowa, and in In-
diana the crop will in some cases pay
for the ground on which it stands. The
wheat acreage of the country is put at
32,000,000 acres, an increase of one-fifth
in two years. The average yield is
placed at 12 bushels an acre, and the
acreage at 31,000,000 acres, by Alexan-
der Delmar, who writes in the close of
July, after a trip through the wheat
fields of the West, ending at Ogden.
The statistician of the New York Prod-
uce Exchange puts the average yield at
from 11 to 12 bushels; other more san-
guine estimates carry it up to 13 or 14
bushels an acre. The lowest estimate
yet made places the crop at 360,000,-
000 bushels, the largest at 440,000,000,
and a crop of 420,000,000 bushels may
be reasonably counted upon. This is
an increase in ten years of 133,000,000
bushels in the annual wheat production
of this country, and an increase nearly
equal to the total wheat harvest of 20
years ago.
Out of this year s harvest, reckoning
the population in this country at 48,-
500,000 persons, 194,000,000 bushels will
be needed for consumption and 50,000,-
000 for seed ; in all 244,000,000 ; leaving
at the highest estimate 196,000,000 for
export, to which may be added 20,000,-
000 bushels left over from last year’s
crop. Whether the European demand
will equal the amount of surplus wheat
in this country is still doubtful. It will
unquestionably equal last year’s de-
mand, and the value of the 'breadstufls
exported during the coming year will
probably reach $150,000,000, and may
rise to a higher* figure. The un-
known quantity in the wheat supply
of the world is Russia. Its
harvest has been pronounced far
under the average for weeks past, but
recent advices tell a different story. At
best, however, nothing more than an
average surplus for export is to be ex-
pected, not over 50,000,000 bushels;
and if this is supplemented by the
usual European import of 20,000,000
bushels from Ruumania, and 5,000,000
from Canada andv Australia, the total
wheat supply which Europe is likely to
receive Irom points outside of this
country may be placed at 75,000,000.
The current deficiency is placed at
from 225,000,000 to 275,000,000 bushels.
The demand in England is clearly
known. It will amount to about 110,-
000,000 bushels. The demand in
France can be lees accurately estimated.
All Northern Africa is in a state of fam-
ine, or is producing barely enough food
for its own supply, leaving nothing for
export. This cuts off one French
source of supply in Algeria. The crops
in Northern Italy have failed, and Italy
is importing grain already, instead of
exporting it, which closes another re-
gion from which France obtains grain.
The potato crop in Northern France has
generally failed, and the local food sup-
ply all over the republic is deficient, it
is a low estimate, then, which places the
French demand for wheat at 100,000,-
000 bushels. The rest of Europe will
probably need 75,000,000 more, but may
need less.- The food supply of a con-
tinent is not a thing to be easily re-
duced to figure#. Moderate estimates,
however, place the demand at a larger
figure than the amount of the surplus
in this country. It will probably all be
needed, but it is not likely that it will
be called for at high prices. This is
the present outlook. Very trifling
causes may change the existing condi-
tion of affairs in favor of high prices.
One thing is certain, no crop of wheat
ever harvested in this country will be
earned to market more cheaply, and
none, therefore, will leave a larger mar-
gin of profit in t'i6 hands of farmers.
They Couldn’t Keep the Secret.
A clergyman living on this island re-
cently took a vacation of three weeks,
and went with his family to an Eastern
watering place of considerable note. In-
cluded in the family were two young
ladies. A short time before leaving for
home the party agreed to ascertain
what their standing was with regard to
weight. The store in which they were
weighed belonged to acquaintances, and
adjoining it was a dwelling. Passing
through the latter into the store, the
ladies took two flat-irons from the stove,
the weight of which was nine pounds.
As each stepped upon the scales she
managed to secrete one of them in the
folds of her dress. The clergyman
manipulated the scales, and expressed
his surprise at the increased weight of
the two members of his household. At
last it came his turn to be weighed.
After he had stepped upon the scales
one of the mischievous damsels slipped
the flat-iron bohind him, throwing a
fold of her dress over it to hide it from
his view. “I declare!" said he, with
elation, after the result was ascertained,
“I have gained nine pounds since I have
been here." The thing was so adroitly
managed that he never knew the de-
ception that had been practiced upon
him until after his arrival at home,
when they could keep the secret no
longer.— N ewpod letter.
How He Was Hooked.
On Clark street, near Madison, last
evening, about 8 o’clock there was quite
a scene. The keen eye of some star-
gazer caught sight of a ‘dark object
hanging from a window. As the form
moved itself into vigorous action, a
curious crowd gathered about and
looked upward. Soon a delegation ap-
peared at the window, and the strug-
gling form wss drawn up and lost from
sight of the crowd. During the after-
noon he had been moistening himself
with liquids. The result was slumber.
It seems the most cool and comfortable
t was the sill of the open window,
eep sleep-sighs soon disturbed the
party, and the body projected itself,
over the wjndow-sill, and farther it
would have gone had not & friendly
hook fastened itself to the clothing and
suspended animation for the time being.
Suddenly the man came to his sober
senses, and help from above relieved
him from his unpleasant position.— (7/ii-
cago Inter Ocean. _
There have been convicted of and
punished for the crime of arson in the
United States, and are now or have
been incarcerated in State prisons,
1,324 males and 130 females.
EaMlj Incurred, Terribly Obiitinate,
la rheumatism. Even at the outset, the ordi-
nary romediee are frequently powerless to cope
with it. This is more particularly the case
when a tendency to it is inherited. It should bo
combatted before it becomes chronic. When
the first twinges are felt, recourse should be
had to Hostetler's Stomach Bitters, a depureut
which expels from the blood those irritating
principles which, by contact, cause infiamma-
tiou and pain in the muscles and joints. Poi-
sonous medicines which are usually adminis-
tered for this disease, but which, in a slight
overdose, may terminate it by destroying life
itself, should be avoided, and this safe and
more effective medicine used instead Those
disorders of the bowels, stomach and liver
which frequently accompany rheumatic and
gouty ailments are invariably removed by this
eioulieut botanic corrective.
z
$777 AddKAK,Upl
MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
Vtmonsirand f*.' \>j HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL
WORLD’S EXPOSITIONS FOR TWELVE YEARS,
via.: At Paris. IW7: Vienna, 1878; Santiago, 1876;
Philadelphia, 1876 ; Pahu, 1n;s ; and Grand Swedish
Gold Mkdal. 1878. Only American Organa ever award-
ed highest honor* at any anoh. Sold for cash or Install*
WARNER BRO'S CORSETS
Mlvrd iii» Hlchrat Maatalkltlja rwaal
PA (MS EXPOSITION.
IpjMJKIAMIB BB08.. SSI Broadway, N.JTJ
All Ilf If HAB ' T & SKIN DISEASES.
1 1 M 1 1 1 HI ThnuMnd* cored. Ixiweat Prleo*. Do not
Ul 111 ill fall to write. Dr.K.K.Marah.guincy.Mlch
Over I HIM Hraii o.nitvlltma Tl'.'tr
FLEXIBLE HIP CORSET
UMIvttr. la WABUKTae Iiul IcUra*
down nror Prl<*.$IJV Tlx-lr
IMPROVED, MEALTN CORSET
. la lua.M wilu uic'l.ii,jmo Bu.i, » Men
Ala aofl and Snlid. md eouulaa no
bonaa. Price by mall, ILM.
P.>r m la by all Utdln c ma rdianta.
IS~R'EAD Tm
pay Agent* a Salary of »|tw i*r month and
•ipenw*. or allow a large conimlHlon, to Mil our new
ana wonderful inrenllona. NV awan irdnl ireaay. 8sun*
pie free. Addreea SURIlMAN A (X)., Mar a ha II, Mich.
ILLU8TB ATED LIFE AND TRAVELS OF
General Grant
A complete, brilliant and authentic hiatory of hi* “Tonr
Around the World"— cplendldly Uluatraled-togfther
with a new, carefully written and hlatorically accurate
hiatory of hU entire Military ami Ciril Carttr, By the
renowned HUtorian and Trareler, Hon. J.T. Headley.
A millionpeople In thle country want thla book today.
AQCIITQ M/AllTCfl Here b> the beat chance of
HOLI* I O afnl* I tU» your life to make money.
For circular* A term* addraaailUHDARDBHoa., Chicago.
MULLER'S ".W CQD-UVER 01!
the boot by the li gh-
' '• liKheet
A Hint to Workingmen.
The honest workingmen of the country, many
of whom have large and increa«iiig families to
support, havobinm the chief sufferers from the
groat financial pressure uuder which wo have
labored for the last few years. DiraiuistW
wages have not been attended by a correspond-
ing diminution in price of everythiug winch the
workmgmaif needs Rents, iuel, food, and
clothing are cheaper, but these do uot consti-
tute all his necessities. It is someiimes neces-
sary for him to employ a lawyer or a physician,
yet tbo foe rates of physicians and lawyers are
as hign as fiiey were in “ flush" times. Yet
cheap medicines are as necessary as chea ) rents
or fuel. Cheap medicines are uot necessarily
poor medicines. It must bo obvious to every
lutelligeut person that medicines, compounded
and put up at wholesale, cau be sold at much
lower rates than wheu retailed from the doctor’s
pill bags. Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discov-
ery and Pleasant Purgative Pellets have com-
pletely restored persons who bad spent hundreds
of dollars in vainly seeking relief from private
practitioners, and all at a very slight expenditure.
Rest for the Weary.
After a long jannt on the cars in the dnst and
smoke, nothing is more refreshing to the trav-
eler than to find a good, clean, comfortable-
hotel to stop at when he arrives in town. Buch
a place is tno Tremont Hotwe, in Chicago, and
under the management of the old and well-
known landlord, John A. Rice, the house has
no superior. Wheu you go to Chicago give him
a calL __
An Excellent Newspaper Premium.
The Chicago Ledger has the most useful pre-
mium we have lately noticed— a family scale,
by which the provident housewife may test the
weights of the “ butcher, the baker and the
candlestick maker," aud be sure no mistake
has been made. Besides, the Ledger is a good
family and story paper. Only $3 per year,
postage paid, and the scale included. Address
Thb Ledger, Chicago, 111
8L.U76.S7 Profits In UO Days.
What 810 has done in Wall street by legiti-
mate stock speculatious. Pamphlets contain-
ing two uuernug rule* for success mailed free
to auy person upon application.
Address, A. 81MPKON A CO
49 Exchange Place, New York.
To Develop Healtht and Harmonious Ac-
tion amoug the orgaus of secretion, digestion
aud evacuation, take Db Mott’s Vegetable
Liver Pills, which healthfully stimulate the
liver, give tone and regularity to the liver,
oouutoraot a tandeiiby to ooedvenees, and purify
the blood. Their cathartic action is unaccom-
panied by griping, and is never violent and
abrupt, but always gradual and natural. These
pills are of the greatest assit-tauce in overcom-
ing scrofulous tumors and eruptive maladies.
Ail Druggists sell it __
Only one American Cabinet or Parlor Organ
maker has over succeeded in bearing off the
highest honors at any World’s Exposition,
whore they came in competition with the best
European makers, and this is the Mason A
Hamfiu Organ Co., who have taken first medal,
or highest honors at every such Exhibition for
twelve years, ending with the Paris Exhibition
last year, whore they were awarded the high-
est gold medal _ .
The cordial reception that Dr. F. Wilhoft’s
Auti-Periodio or F«ver aud Ague Tonip has re-
ceived at the hands of the modicsl profession
in Louisiana certaiulv proves that it is an tx-
celleut remedy, and that the composition of it,
as pub ished by its proprietors, Wheolock,
Finlay k Co., of New Orleans, is iudor*ed by
them. Against Chills «nd Fever. Dumb Chiba
and enlarged tpleeu there is nd better remedy
in the world. For sale by all Druggists.
Tested bi Time.— For Throat Disease*,
Colds, and Cougus, “DiiOWN’e Bronchial
Troches" have proved their efficacy by a u»t
ol many yeana 25 cents a box.
Chew Jackson’s Best Sweet Navy Tobacco.
THE WEEKLY SON.
A largo, eight-page paper of HO broad columns will :.e
Mnt^oatpaid to any addreu until Juuunry lat,
FOR HALF A DOLLAR.
Addreea THE SUN. N. Y. City.
©W W a Montn ana erpense* guaranteed to Agent*.
I I Outfit free. Shaw A Co., Apoubta, Maine.
Farmers, Weigh Your Produce!
2-TOH WAGON SCALES $40.
4-Ton 800, Others In Proportion!
IHRONIO AND SPECIAL DISEASES, NERVOUS
/ DEBILITY, Ao .cured. A book (lllustratMl) which
U all about Uem aent aaaled for two 1
1 DR. HENDERSON, 171 Madiaon :
TEAftf
; "I* M , po. tore vr H.lf til*
pmal ooat. Beat plan eter offered to Club Agenla and
larga buyer* A IX EXPRESS CHARGES PAID.
. AHEAD
All the T'n.*,
The very belt kondi
dlract fr >m the Im-
Yen at a b*
Nbw term* FREE.
_ ®1 "i«® Veaey Street, New Tork.
P. O. Box 4806.
Thla C’luIm.Uouae KaMblUhed IMG.,.
PENSIONS!
Sew Lit w. Thouundi of Soldlar* and helia entitled
Penalon* date back to diichant* or death. Iimr fiMiioi.
Address, with (tamp.
HKOKGE E. LEMOX,
P. O. Drawer 0*6. Wnahlnwton. D. C.
RE GALTA
Fort
L0.0.F.
JLofP.
L0.G T.
K. of H.
Bed Men, Druid*, and all
made to order hv M.C. I.llley A
Send for Price IA*t*.
Flrei
Ohio.
Military ani
 other Societtee
 Co., Cotimfcw,
I remen •a Good a, A Flair*
I p A £1 — Choice*! In the world-importer*’ price*
r.a |\ — Large*! Company In Araerica-itaple
aj CAi#* article— please* everybody— Trade contin-
lly inc.erelng— Agents wanted ererywh re-lmat In
cement*— do-rt waste lime— aend for Circular.
ROBT WELLS, « Veeoy St . N. Y. P.O.Box 1387.(POCA AfiENTS WANTED— 38 BEST
Th.tniJ *eIBn* articles In the world; one sample
U/IMM/A**. AddreeeJayBronaon. Detroit, Mich.
MOMATjHlLL PtTB. Co., 129 K. «8Ui St , New Yo
KIDDER'S PASTILLE!
and
_ e.
rk.
pKSSAOTMl
’mall. StowellACo
a. Maas.
3Ek<3A3r XDfcl I We pay either to Agent* on sal*OR |*ry or romml*alnn. Addreea,
GREENBACKS. I l'U'‘SS:.
10(TM'e mulled to llr.C. K.ftykeat7ra100 Mndlann St , Cklcnso, III.,retnm the ‘ True Toeory of Catorrh," andfaff InformaUon of a^Sura Core" CV< (Ab eel
iwj — . „ o f.w.  Ta—
im w, Sm o« I, »W« • ftmln .MS
feahiM. ItmUl.UiMft.MJMwMb. K,
MfcU.I«|MTUtW,k
^.rvr.*«>.eauM.ie,mM. L.L.*airi
EXODUS
To the l>e*t lands, In tbe beat climate, with the beet
markets, and on the beet term*, along the 8L Paul,
Minneapolis A Manitoba R’y, (late 8l Paul A Pacific.)
3,000,000 ACRES
Mainly In the Famous
RED RIVER VALLEY OF THE NORTH.
The Premium Mculee of the World.
All Scale* Warranted. Send for Reduced Price List.
CHICAGO MCALE CO.,
151 tleflereon Ntrect, Chicago, IIL
Firrt Established ! Moat Successful!
THEIR INSTRUMENTS have a standard
value in all the
LEADING MARKETS
OF THE WORLD!
Everywhere recognized ns the FINEST
IN TONE.
OYER 80,000 .
Made and In nae. New Designs constantly.
be*t work and lowest pricea
W Bend for a Catalogue.
On long time, low price* and euy payments.
Pamphlet with full information mailed free. Apply to
D. A. McKIN LAY. La^d Com’r,
HL P. M. M. K’y. Nt. Paul, Minn.
Uar aoth Uoacrlptlve llluw-
trateU Price List lor Fall of
1870 will be sent to any ad*
dress upon receipt of NINE
CENTS. It contain* price*
of over 10.000 article* with
over 1,000 Illuatration*. NO
PERSON who contemplate*
the purchase of any article
for peraonnl or family uac,
should fall to *emi for a
copy. Wc sell moat every
dais of goods known to the
civilised world. Wo sell all
our good* at wholesale
price* direct to the con-
auiner tno in id d le m en ).
The only house In America
who make this their aprciitl
buninruft. One of the*e valu-
able Price List* aud Refer-
ence Hook* I* lodwpenwjble.
Address Montgomery \S artl
& Co., a«7 amf if *9 Wabash
Aveuuo, Chicago, lllluol*.
CEO. P.
ROWELL
MAT ru talogue. IH
tat SI, opp, Wita St, Mob, Kiss. 2* CO.
Tfco&utcfi, Cl.^^%)
'^ySETH TH0MAS\
CLOCKS
FOR
TOWERS,
OFFICES,
HOUSES,
SHIPS, •%
Wfqe
4S“J©RGflN
gtef^BEST!
fkactay§|mEBDM,yT
Vvi'
KwSfU'
Saponirer
I* the Old Feliabl* Concentrated Ly*
FOR FAMILY SOAP-MAKING.
IT IS FULL WEIGHT AND STRENGTH.
The market la flooded with (so-called) ----------
Lye. wnich la adulterated with salt sad rosin, wad mm*
malutoap.
SA FB MONET, AND BUT 'TOT
SaponifieR
MADE BY THB
Pennsylvania Salt Manufg Co.,
PHILADELPHIA.
- ' - W"
Newspaper Advertising Bureau.
For Ten Cents! One hundred page
Pamphlet with Lists of News-
papers and Advertising Bates.
For Ten Dollars : Four lines
inserted one week in Three
Hundred and Fifty Newspapers.
—
Titrrn is mighty r
,*»* i *•»•••«. »» '•.* *•••**>w Wom4. .ll hr Vo Cm.
•r loaf r«i*f* kw*W*4 *f Ml’*, Anr«Ai et
aw. i mm, I.M rouMiMM.
A bad breath may rwolt from acidity of Um
tomach or from bllluuanoaa. In ollhor care a f*w
do*** of
Tarrant’s Seltxer Aporlont,
admlnlatarod according to dlroctlons, will supplant thla
unpleasant companion with a sweat and healthful one.
It Is a aalln* corrective, specially suitable for wares
weather, and laarai th* system strong to do 1U work of
reenporstion.
SOLD BY ALL DBUOOIBTB. _
BIGFJ
FAT-Wlth fltonofl Owtflta. What ooaU «
Lrern Teloiiraphy andVOUNG
$H7B^U ta-8M3:’*!sr,,r^ $i oo
,,BACKTRoTTHEAM¥fHFOFKHELL.,'
By oat trko ha* h*m thtrt t
“Rise and Fall of the Moustache*”
By lha Burlington Ihurkt,- humorUt.
Samantha at a P. A. and P. I.
By Jotlah Alim'* ulft.
The three brightest and boet-eelhng books onL Agents,
you oan nut the** books in Merywhsra. Best terms
given. Addtre. for Agency, AMKK1CAX FUUL1SU-
TNO CO.. Hartford, CL : Chicago. III. _
TV AGENTS WANTED FOR THE
UlCTORXAX*
I HISTORYoftakWORLD
It contains Sit* line historical engraving* and IVOO
large double column pages, and la the most complete
History of tho World ever published. It tells at sight-
Send for ipecimen pages and extra teims to Agenta.and
see why it .ell* faster I ban any other book. Address
NATIONAL PUB LIsfllNG CO., Chicago, III
‘tru -tn'w Vwsm i Felt at once alter usingDIM 111 .\T’8 KEMEDY.
Ulihlhi brtrs. Gravel and Dropsy areIp 'hv^P* REMEDY.
I \ Pain, in the Rack, Side or Loins,
I II Dinlurbed Sleep, Loss of Appc-
•r' tile, General DeMItty snd all
Dlseasee of the Kidneys, lil.Uder and UrinanrOrgs**
are cured by IIEN'I’n HI.HI.DY. FliysIcUnspr*.
sot Ibe II f N T’N R EM E D Y . • Send lor pamphlet to
W M K. C I A HK K. Prt.vlderoe. R. 1.
10
SpruceSt.
N. Y.
mm
STOYEPOLISH
Foe Brsufy of Polish, Biting Labor, Clfanllnexa,
Durabiinv and Cheapneite. Unfqtulcd.
MOUSE BItOlL. Proprietor*. Canton. Maa*.
THE TEMPLE !
THE TEMPLE is for HDitilNtt CLASSES.
THE TEMPLE is for CONVENTIONS.
THE TEMPLE is for CHOIRS.
$9.00 per dozen. Single copy $1.00.
At this season, when music teachers, choir leaders,
etc , are Quietly making up their minds ag to tbe beat
books for use during tbe coming musical aeason, it la a
pleasure to Introduce to their notice so fresh, good and
useful a Iwok as Uiie on# by W. O, PEBKIMa, whs now,
by tbe act of Hamilton College, takca on the welbde-
or. Fiom the elnran
moet acceptably filled
served title of Musical Doctor,
to th* last page the apace la
The Klamentary Course la ample In qaantity, and haa
numerous new tunes for practice, which practice, in-
deed, may extend ovar toe whole book.
Abundance of good Sacred Untie, In the form of
Metrical Tunes and Anthems, Alls a large proportion of
th* book, and fenders It a good Cut tret um of Chureh
Mueie.
The numerous Glees and 'ffamonlxed son* add to
tbe attraction, and maka this an excellent work for
Moaical Societies and Conventions. •
Specimen copies nulled, post-free, for ILOIk
OLIVER DITS0N A CO., Boftton. -
C.H.Ditson J. K. Dllaon
843 Broadway, N.Y. 082 Chestnut St. Pbila.
SALESROOMS t
Union Square , New Y ork
- AND -
I54M St, Chicago, I
MAXUFACTUKEIU OF
SILVER
PLATED
WARE.
Trad* Mark fbr Hpooas, Forks, Ac. i
1847, Roger* Bros. A I.
These Good* have taken the Certifteatee oi
Award wherever exhibited, boil* in this ani
ike old Countrtee,
And the Ueriden Britannia Oo*
are the LARGEST and Best
Manufacturers in this
line in the World.
J*w*l*r th*** Qoo4*.^m
Lay the Axe
' to the Root
If yoa would destroy tho can-
kcri worm. For any exter-
nal pain, sore, wound or lame-
ness of man or beast, use only
MEXICAN MUSTANG LINI-
MENT. It penetrates all mns-
cle and flesh to the very bone,
expelling all inflammation,
soreness and pain, and healing
the diseased part as no other
Liniment ever did or can. 80
Raitii the experience of two
generations of sufferers, and
so will yon say when you have
tried the “ Mustang.”
CURED FREE!
An tofalliw* and unexcelled remedy for
Flta, Lpllrisay or Fulling fslckuea*.
I PE K MA E VT1 /q rod
1 1 0
DB. H. O. ROOT, 188 Pearl Street, New York.
0. If. U.
yynFN writinu to adyje
Ui tble pager.
No. 31 _
YRKTIMEKM,
rertiMiaent
liirmcis’ Colmun.
Japanasa Maples.
We confess that on tlrst knviog our at
teulion drawn id Japanese maples, two or
•l* roe years ago, our appreciullon of llieir
beauty was modified by tbe consideration
that it was not possible that such delicate
forms and colors stand tbe rigorous
changes of American seasons. We fanc-
ied the summer alone would scorch their
delicate leaves. Hdwever, we tried one or
two, though the price was high, and soon
learned to estimate more fairly their excel-
lent qualities. One, the sanguineum, had
the richest red purple hues in summer we
have never seen. Others were cut and
divided into the most fantastic shreds of
delicate tissue, rainbow-dyed in color.
Again, specimens were shown us so dwarf
as to scarcely reach three feet in a score of
years, while others, if well-established,
would some seasons grow a foot or more.
The leaves in one case « ere small, almost
minute, in another broad and round, suf-
fused with golden shadings in the most
exquisite manner. Nature had outdone
herself creating in •vlmt are technically
called “sports.” We also began to dis-
cover that these seemiugly delicate little
plants were rugged and tough as an oak-
tougher than some oaks. Then they were
not more variations of well-known old
forms of aoies, geraniums, and the like.
On the enntary, they bade fair to consti-
tute a positively new feature for the lawn.
They were not shrubs but regular dwarf
trees with us much of the tree-like devel-
opment as the scarlet maple, only in
miniature fashion. This, with their won-
derful hues and forms mingling in diverse
manner on every leaf, we began to realize,
must in time win for them a very distin-
guished and unique character. On inves-
tigation we found there were u score or
more varieties, very many of them belong-
i ig to the poiymorphum species, but otb
ers distinct and peculiar types in them-
selves. All of them, we learned, were
very difficult to propagate for various rea-
sons, and some, as far as we could hear,
had not been n produced out of Japan, ex-
cept perhaps from seed. The method of
propagating variegated leaved plants by
seed is npt really satisfactory, as all ex- j
perts Know, ou account of the divergence |
irom the original type that is ever apt to
occur. Grafting is evidently the true
method. We found, in (act, that Japan,
in sending her maples to us, has really
much increased the obligations we al-
ready owed her for many valuable hardy
plant*. We felt that in Japanese maples
existed qualities to be developed by com-
bination of colors and otherwise, that
might do much to disenthrall us from
the overpowering and ubiquitous ribbon
planting of the day. Fancy easily pictured
beautiful effects of color varied to the !
utmost, and devoid of all crudity produced
by tasteful arrongemnt of these maples on
the lawn. — [Rural New-Yorker.
THE READY FAMILY SOAP MASER:
LEWIS’
PERFUMED LYE
08 Per Cent Pore.
STRONBEST'AND PUREST LYE MADE.
This LYE is a FINE POWDER
And packed fn cans with an ordinary dip-lid like our Baking Powder, so
that any portion of content* of can may be used without spoiling balance.
13 pounds of Perfumed Hard Soap made In twaity minutes with-
out boiling, -find yonr wash will be sweet and clean to tlio senses, without
that nasty smell produced when using ready-made Soap or Soap made
from other Lye.
One tcaapoonful will soften Are gallons of bard water.
UBWIS* LYE la 88 per cent* stronger than any other Lye or
so-called Bock or Ball Potashes.
ITEW FIEM!! Something Ncty
M ANUF ACTURXD ONLY BTva W VOMOS V*8iil DJ
GE0.T. LEWIS & MENZIES COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Aray’s Specific Medicine, i F IT 1? IV T T TT P V
RADEMARK. The great Emr-TRADE MARK. ^ ^ -M-l; ll X X. U X\ XJ •T The great Kug-TRADE 
llsh remedy, an
unfailing core for
Seminal Weak-
ness, Spermator-
rhea. Impotency,
and all diseases
that follow, as a
sequence of Self-
n r — W r.~ Abuse; as Loss \ nrBefore Taking
Pain in the Back. Dimness of Vision. Prematnre
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In
sanity or Consumption, and a Premature Grave.
fcd'-Kull particulars in our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mall to ever} one. f?' The
Npecifle Medicine is sold by all druggists nt ft per
package, or six packages for $5. or will be sent free
by mall on receipt of the money by addressing.
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 10 Mechanics’ Block. Detroit, Mich.
Sold in Holland and elsewhere bv all whole
sale and retail druggists.
8-ly
The best and cheapest place to buy
FURNITUR E
in the city of Holland, is at
STOKE on
G. VAN PUTTEN& SONS,
Burned out bv the lam Fire wo re-opened in
our mw store just completed ut our oldatundoti
River Street,
We have Just received a large new stock of
Dry Goods,
I tats tk Caps,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Flour <fe Feed.
Etc., Etc.
— —  — .
Oome and see for yourself, no
trouble to show goods.
&
the BRICK
miens AQ2 LOW.
A prompt delivery free of charge, cat
be relied upon.
— o —
0. VAN Pl'TTEN & SONS.
Holland, Aug. 17, 187s.
A new stock at
P. & A. Stekotee.
A mong our large stock you will And a handsome
variety of
PEACH TARLETON.
and a tine lot of oil TABLE-CLOTHS, chetp,
b) the yard.
A beautiful variety of Dress Goods,
Ginghams, Calicoes, bleached and un-
bleached sheetings, etc., etc.
A stock of Boots and Shoes
that defy competition
Eastern Salt always on hand.
Our stock <tf Groceries is complete— in-
cluding all kinds of Canned goods,
Salmon, Lobsters.
Our 40c TEA is unsurpassed.
IRIVER STREET,
where can he found I ho largest and nvM complete
stock uf ali kinds of Kl'KNITl'Kli,
CARPETS, CIL-CLOTHS,
MATTiXG, WALL PAVKli,
talNS, WILLOW- ME, FICEEi
Moulding. Brackets, &c.
I have the most complete line of rndertnkiim
maleri :il* from ihc cheapest coffin to t he celeftruti
I metal edf-tealvuj casket, on hand.
HOLLAND.
*
O-EITUXITE
CHINA WAHE,
«1| I.VX mcrteVTLn'".!. 1 ca"
WHOLE SET.
Ccme and lock at it any-
way! No Trouble.
I have also pnt on the shelves n Info,, nmi r,
£ltOCKBKv'andlhM fl"° ""U ,“,,uilur' klnds
glassware.
Lamps and ( haudvliers — tin*
latest styles — the safest —
and most beautiful.
At HARDMAN PRICES.
Odl and set- <he M,„l<,
trouble tu show <jonds.
V ?vLTk VAAmv™K.
Eighih Si nel, Jl.dlnml, Siuh.r-;. —A Orortchths, / / e
/ Hejilaclifi. J ^ yf'
^ tonj/Appeeirl j \pYs'uCr'7e: ir
Laige sample package sent free on receipt of If,
cems. to par postage and mailing. Agents wante .
Address J. p, Mouyitain. c gden-lnirg. N V.
CAl s.nd see :r.y r::de.
treiAle :: s',: si y-ds.
W.HAK KEK.
Ho: land, . Midi., July Ist, 1870. 21 -dm
:v?.t:3 TjRblte!
w Al a rwc.iii n .| g « vo
S'* t - . o«» i»*-r <-«••»),
.4 lllti U«-«CI<l|MlO||,
w«.r. t*r<i «5. « i . tt
p.1 v,r" ,n u" ‘ '‘raofy£ * ; j •*»«• imotH. tt • faritr,
-.*-<• "i-Sm S*1**! *or a Copy.
GATES C'JSTTS,
Offdcasbarffli N-Y.
J e: c '
P. k A. STEKETKE.
Holland, July 1879.
Eidnsy Worms.
I have 4 drove of fine Berkshire pigs,
about 11 mounths old. Two weeks ago I
noticed one wan a little lame in the right
hind leg: that one cannot walk on that leg
now, and another is affected in the same
manner. Will you please insert in the
veterinary department tbe name of the
disease and its cure?
A. W. Holmes.
A. L. IIOLMKS, w F. HARMS.
A. L. Holmes & Co.
Manufacturers of and dealer? in
BOOTS & SHOES,
Macallister's
COUGH MIXTURE.
An Extra Fine Remedy for
COUGHS.
M A' ‘A I.ISTK ITS rough Mixture loo«en? U-e
phlegm, and act? like a cliaim in chm-? of
mk S«III2,_asd CSSCP,
Tle*m> ttito an- tn ublcd with cottgliiii'. at night,
can tii.d iuiiuediate relief.
No family ought to he wiilmut it.
Preptired only hy
j. P. Lkk, Chicago, III.
I LEE’S IIAlTTf ENEWEU
He-tores Hie Hnir
to its Original Color, nnd prevents it from
fulling out.
— - — —
Both these rcmcdiei* are for ?nle nt
Dn. Sttiol tl\ V Drug Store.
, Eigtb Street, - - Holland Mich.
6— ly
SOLID EY
e. yittzu & co..
ni.Ai.ti:? j.n
fraifare- Csiis, Setbj Itt,
HIVKIt STKELT. Uoi.I.ANb XH il.
BOOKS k°: MILLION
A l»r*e, new jnJ eoa[,lete Guide to
K , ill, TlnxJl Wedlock, coaliinioit, "Ilh mnnyoltwr,,
U k^4UeMMKnl><c G'llrninn chipurt: A comretfnt
- ^ ANO' Wr,T,>nhnn41 Sflc clion nTife, r.idftice,
' in i ir^ii ii Ti'lf v‘rri',l'‘' 1 rmpcrmirtiti. comi^titla
monipitible. Burl lit/ in WMARRIAGE
Quality of work guaranteed, and repairing
done on short notice.
A. L. HOLMES & CO.
Ohand Haves, Mich., March let, 1879. 4.Vtf
SHWmElE
Compact, Suhrtantial. Econ-
omical and easily managed
Guaranteed to work well and
49-ly
etc. (and boxing) at the low
price of
orse Power 242.00
“ ; ...... 268.00
“ 313.50
JAMES LEFFEL St, CO..
Springfield. Ohio.
A.vsweh.— Kidney worms are indicated
l».v weakness about the loins and by lame-
ness on the hind legs. The kidneys of bogs
and the fat- which surrounds them are which we oto Vs’afe chMp. 'lio'vJvcr.'
liable to become the home of various para-
- sites. Various symptoms are popularly
attributed to “kidney worms,” especially
a weakness or partial palsy of the hinder
limbs, iclination to lie down and awkward-
ness iu the gait. We have known a cure
to he be made by pouting a tablespoonful
of turpentine across the loins, or small of
the back, daily for several days. As a
preventive, take corn, soak it "in lye of
wood ashes and perseveringly give it to
your swine. Turn your hugs on to newly
cleared land where they can get ashes.—
ltd roil Rost and Tribune.
i ---- - u _
Mu. J. J. Thomas, the veteran horticul-
tunil editor of tbe Country (JeiUUman,
Fays that “the crop of plums which set
on to the 40 trees in our small orchard was
observed this season to be quite moderate,
and as soon as the calyx had fallen from
the young fruit the curculios began their
work in vast numbers. The jarring1 sys-
tem was promptly commenced, and on the
first two days over 1,200 insects were
caught and destroyed. For some days
nnd while they continued iularge numbers’
the trees were examined twice a day, and
afterwards only once a day. The work
was continued 30 days and over 4,100 in
all were caught. The result of this close
vigilance and the cost of saving them was
only 15 hours in the aggregate, or not fiVc
cents per tree.
Mr. Allen, editor of the American
Shorthorn Herd book, says of that part of
agriculture in which he is concerned -stock-
breeding— that the “falling off' is not so
great as in nearly all other enterprises,”
for the entries are only 10 per cent, less in
vol. 18 than they were in yoI. 17 whilst the
proportion of bulls retur ned (». of ani-
mala going into general use) Is larger than
heretofore. “Indeed,” Mr, Allen writes
“the Shorthorn interest Is not declining’
The breed was never more generally ap-
preciated than now, and we know numbers
of breeders who dispose of their spare
stock at flatisfactoty prices.” *
Instruction thorough. Good moral and relicioui
. uencoH. Exjwnaoa vcryTow. Tuition in tin
Academic iJopurtiurut only 81.00 j.er term
More than fifty young men uro now in attcndanci
vuoso noa*!, room-rent ami incidentals do not
cost them over s»74 a year.
Five Departments, -Academic, Theolotrical
| Commercial, Art and Music. In the Academic foul
courses,— Classical. Scientific. Philosophical, amm . __ - Normal; besides Elective Stuoies and Proparaton
Grand Haven, - - Mich.
Having but recently formed our co-pnrtner?liip bei,t-3, 1’ or Catalogues send to
we wish to inform pur fcllow-citiseus of Gund j TrOS. D. W. C. DCBfil!, OF C. D. MILLS, SccY
Havjn and surrounding towns that we haven fine TT.,, , , * h
stock of Ready Made Goods of alGdescnptious. _ _ ___ _ Hillsdale, Mich.
Slippers, Etc. Etc.
at No. 71 Washington street,
 ' ,r,tlaud uiom a , b i iy omen,
c.ov* »^d l.-«a!menl. Ad, ice to Unde-^ rr.H'm. Adrice In Huibandt. Ad, ice la
v’ 'res rmueuann. "« cm«e«, CtliUcy and Malnmnrr com-
fired, <6n;or,l dclie,, t bnceptinn, ConfinemeDl. Lo,e anl
tourlU.ip. Imj^dimeiili In Mirru-e in mile a.d femil*. Sciene*
of Iteir-.lucii n, Miijjle l.re conikJered, Law of Marriare,
Law ..f Dirorce, l.esal right, of mwried women, etc., ioclnj.
Is; DlMMea to Women, their cauie, and treat-
e.r t. A bo-'k for t>nr,te ind comidente readirg. ni SUOpa/et,
* “ti f’-ll i me Lngrariu;>, by mail, aciled, fur 00 Cecil.
“THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER"
en fl.-plillis, Gonorrhrea. Gleet, Btrieture. VnrJco-
c lo. Jc.. , *, Bp'jrrantorrhaa, Sexual Debility, at. I
Impotenoy. from Sell-ab-Jtt and Exeei.e., cauaine Seminal
f. ...i. r,. Nervo'imen, Are-tion to Societ,, tnufonon of
•to., I h,»ic al JJteay, Dimneia of Sight, fle/ectire Memory.
hr* “I leer, etc., making marriage improrer or
ur,h,prv. criiig treatment, and a great man) raluable reeeipti
60 c U.U,'e ^  <li du***«, i ^ 4 fogca, orar 60 f'Mf.
JUTL'L;1 0!> and Wrmanhnnd. 10 ft
FCK^ O^FT^^LLAR wo lend all thro, of t!ie
riin ly le.uml in one vuiluiiiTTniiiU i n i ••g rVa* page, ar>d over
L*i tlluuratimra.and embracing everything on the gt-m-ra-
........ . ...... ...... ..... umi i i uir riir
tive «v. trill that ia worth knmrioz. Theiomh n«i vi.itune n
p;.«umiv the mo,t inipoiar Medical li..ok uubii«n«L
1 he Autt - '- -- — - -! ---- *
".mu nvuuui iui eni c u neap, nowever, - , , m.
Custom Made Goods jA!10ther SteP Forward ! !
will romnin onr Spcelalty.
AT THE
Hardware Store
e.\|«:ricnccd phyttrieu of many
ami the ‘ '
-OF --
BANKING.
miHANPmiN
BANKER,
HOLLAND, . . MCIHIGAN.
Iplpll
business Intrusted to me shoil hive prompt stten-
te,rc?ti.a. ,0 ™ed 0D t,m® deposits, subject
to check at sight Foreign exchange bought and
MU.tmC, oOM. 'r0'”*" p“'n,,ln^“roP'
2-ly JACOB TAN PUTTEN.
A yjKK in yonr own town, and no cap!-
t*l risked. You can give the business a
trial without expense. The best opportun-
“T ever offered those willing to work. Youwuu. u W ID Wl
should try nothing else until yon see for yourself
what you can do at the business we offer. No room
to explain here. You can devote all your time
or only yonrspare time to the hnsiness, and make
great pay for every hoar that you work. Women
make as much as men. Send for special private
Jf,™ ,an(l particulars, which wo mad free, f
Outfit free. Don t complain of hard limes will.,
you have such a chance. Address H. II ALLKIT
* CO., Portland. Maine. jg-jy
WM. C. 1ELIS,
can now be purchased
T«E KOIVIESTE aid
SUPERPHOSPHATE
OR BONE BLACK
FERTIIIZEE.
ALSO THE
Champion Drill
Which will now sow grain and the fertilizer at
the same time. Thia cheap method of ferti.lzlng
has but recently been Introduced in this locality
as is giving very good satisfaction.
Call and see the Patent Ray
Forks, and numberless
other articles, useful
and necessary.
Wanted-Bones! Bones!
by the pound or wagon load, for which the
highast market price will be paid.29-ly WM. C. MELI8.
tt or ia
ywri|ir«(lic«.(Mii w,u 'known., s l he ailvi.-e giVen,
snarulr. for tmtineut mil down, will be foiuid of gr,«t
Time to thoae auSering fr.iin iiupurilleaof tlie avat^in.i-arly
errora, loat vigor, or any ot the uumeroua troiiblea coming
under Uie head ol ••Private" or "Chronic'' diacaua —
Poatage a ti mn i li k rn in pay mean torinroftheae boobi.
chronic diaeaaei and complieated caaei. hyphlllu Uonur-
rhM. (Ileet. htrlrlare, Orekltl., all Irl.iry Tr.ubl«, Hr, hi-
lUieorMerfirliUfffrtlona of the Ihroil. akin or botu*.
treited wit h • u rceaa , without tiaing Mercury,
gAjn^NT^TREATED bY ond expren.
FOR SALE.
rPH K foil, wing desirihed Lots in ihu fitv of1 Holland. I will sell at the follhwing prices.
Lot 9, Block F. Lot ft. Block G, \\ cet Addition $175
each: Lot 18, Block K. Lot li. Block It. South \\ .>•
Addition $175 each. Lot? 1. •>. :J. 1. 5 & f> in Blot k
25. lit* organized plat nesrthl* M. L. S. depot m
$ •'25 eat h. excepl Lot* 1 & 2 which air $3(1" each.
Also (I lots WeM tif Kir*f avenue at$l25euch. 3 he
nhove will be so* I f.>r:t siiinll pnvtnent down. A *o
the following Lots 10. II. Ig. l':t. nmi 14. m Bloek
E. Lots 2, 4. 5 and > in Bloek H. The ubt.ve will
beshld on long credit and small payiiuntPilowi .
Apply to.
M. j). HOWAltD.
TO RENT.
Premises reccntlv nccupled by W. C. Melis, west
of Hope Church Parsonage.
Inquire of
jt. f). POST.
but where poaaible!
cn i* FKKK and invited
. „ --- — •• .. uw» m A I USB.
CONSUMPTION CURED!
The undersigned, an old and retired physician,
having hcen permanently cured of the much
dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by u simple
remedy, is anxious to make known to his fellow-
sufferers the means of cure. To all who desire It.
will "end a copy of the prescription used. FREE
t c‘f|ARGE, with directions for preparing and
using the same, which will be found a sure cute for
Consumption, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma, Ner-
vousness, dc., Ac,, Ac, Address with stamp.—
37 DR. C. STEVENS, Brockville, Ont.
MORTGAGE SALE.
PVEFAULT having been made in the con-
1/ ditions (whereby the power of sale therein
Inis become (.pi-nitlve) of a certu'n mortgage, exe-
cuted hy George M. Willey, on the third day of
April. A. D 187ti. to Mary E. .•‘otile and recorded in
the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
county anti State m Michigan, on the sixth day of
April, A. I). 18'tl. aforesaid at twelve o’clock, noon
of that day. in Liber No. 5 of Mortgages, on page
•281. on which said mortgage there is iTainml to he
due nnd unpaid at the date of (Ids notice, the sum
of four hundred and five dollars ifT^.OOi principal
ami interest, mid no proceedings at law or iu
equity having been instituted to collect said sum
due tncrcon, or any part thereof; Now therefore,
hy virtue of the power of sale as aforesaid, notice
is hereby given that on Tueaday the seventh
day of October, next. (1879) at two o’clock in
the afternoon, at the front door of the Court
House, (the place of holding the Circuit Court) ill
the city of Grand Haven in said county of Ottawa,
said mortgage will ho foreclosed hy the sale of the
premises therein and hereinafter described, or so
much thereof as shall be necessary to satisfy anti
pay the amount due on said mortgage, with inter-
est anti cost of advertisement and sale, together
with an attorney fee of twenty five dollars, pro-
vided for in said mortgage In case of foreclosure.
Hnld mortgaged premises are described In said
mortgage and will be sold as follows, to wit: the
west-half of the east-half of the south east quarter
of section thirty (wo (32) 'own seven (7) north, of
Tenge fifteen (15) west, in the county of Ottawa
nnd State of Michigan, together with the appur-
tenances thereunto belonging.
Dated Grand Haven. July 3rd. A. D. 1879.
MARY E. SOULE. Mortgagee.
Hamuki. L. Tate, Attorney for Mortgagee. 22- ISw
SEf«TFF?SE
H9 1" (i.j cash per wivk toult, ut
and joH twill— Tnr
— --- -- _ _ _ „ Bt.Vl.llLV LtUDUKT
i*i * ‘5 BH vfc  all  n  h* rue or traveling.
Something ik-w. fiiWns*. Tlst TtevoHy Oix, Chit MUX
1879. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1879-
TO $6,000 a year, or $5 to $20 a
in your own locality. No
Women do as well m men. S.«.
make more than the amount etat
risk’
Man
Si
above. No one can fail to make money fart, Any
onecsn do the work. Yon can make from 50cts.
to $2 an hour by devoting yonr evenings andspare
time to the business. It costs yon nothing to try
the business. Nothing like it for money making
ever offered before. Business pleasant nnd strict
ly honorable. Reader, If you want to know all
about the best paving business before the public,
send ns yonr address and we will send yon fnll
$5 nartlculars and private terms free; samples wonh
Be $o also free; you can then make rp your mind for
yourself. Address GEORGE STINSON St, 00.,
Portland, Maine. if-ij
Millinery and Fancy Goods.
Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruching,
COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves, Fans, Parasols, Shawls, Sacques,
Circulars, Dolmans,
And a full line of
SILK AND OHAIFE.
L. & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
tlOHTH STREET holla 2s;:d, mich
